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Some families are carefully planned. Others, you just meet along the way.
Whoever makes up your family, think about making Volvo part of it.
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AN“ all“ PnluT Is mem an editorial by the editor
their
and making three—fourths White. We saw that merely as a statement of
We can remember attending camp as a child
character.
their
with
do
to
nothing
and
wonderful two genealogical makeup
several new friends. Returning home after a
That brings us to today. Again, the math doesn‘t add up.
, we set
parents
our
from
m
freedo
and
es
activiti
fun
weeks of
We realize that corporate America and political strategists
writing. When
about continuing those new friendships with letter
ed her that have reduced America to a computer print out of numbers and
our mother asked about the new friends, we inform
d
made its percentages. In so doing, the state of Tennessee is considere
one of the girls was Black. Somehow the conversation
n
a
"Red"
or
Republica
state.
your
of
rest
the
for
you
way to one of those times that sticks with
In fact, the Democratic Party had recognized this state as a
life; a time when our brain said, "No, that doesn‘t make sense;
state early on in the 2004 presidential campaign. It was
"Red"
we don‘t accept that."
late in the game before a Democratic headquarters was
Somehow it got brought up that only one of the girl—in—ques— very
even set up in Shelby County, and that was in a very small office
tion‘s parents was Black, the other White. Well, that elicited the
on an upper floor of an office building. Months earlier, the
stereotypical Southern lesson that if one was 10 percent Black
of Republican Party set up camp in a very nice—sized store—front. It
they were all Black. Apparently, this goes back to the days
shame that more efforts by Kerry‘s campaign didn‘t make it
when White men bought and owned Black men, women and is a
e, so at least those supporting him and Edwards
Tennesse
to
children as personal property, i.e. slavery days.
more visibility as far as yard signs, bumper stick—
had
have
could
quick
some
does
mind
Well, at this point our fourth grade
ers, etc. There were people ready to work hard for the Kerry
math and realizes that 10 percent is not the same as a whole.
campaign, but the Democratic powers that be apparently didn‘t
their
For instance, we rationalized, if someone‘s grandmother on
it was needed, having already given up the state to their
mother‘s side, let‘s say, was Black, and the other three blood feel
opponents. By far, the Bush—Cheney camp wins when it comes
grandparents were White, our calculations came up that they
supporting their people, their voters.
to
were neither all Black nor all White, but one—fourth Black and
Back to the subject. Labeling Tennessee a "Red" state seems
unfair, at least to those who do not consider themselves
Whoever would have
Republican nor voted for Bush. To be fair, labeling any state as
thought this little girl
"Red" or "Blue" seems wrong because it denotes that the entire
state, or 100 percent of its people, are either Republican (voted
would grow up to be
Bush) or Democratic (voted for Kerry). Again the math is not
for
managing editor of
I
there to prove it.
the
office,
State‘s
of
Secretary
e
Memphis‘s #1 GLBT
Tennesse
the
to
According
news magazine?
final count for the Nov. 2, 2004, presidential election for the,
entire state of Tennessee was 1,384,375, or 56.7 percent for
Bush; 1,036,477, or 42.5 percent, for Kerry; 8,992 or .4 percent
Happy Birthday
for Nader; 5,270 or .2 percent for Peroutka; 4,866 or .2 percent
for Badnarik, and a total of 39 write in votes for two other indi—
Anita, 1 Cove You
viduals, Brown and Cobb. So, wouldn‘t 56.7 percent of the.
— Patty
Tennessee pie be red and 42.5 percent be blue? There would
even be an extra five slices of
various colors to represent the —
votes cast for the remaining.
candidates.
Yes, we realize that red
means that the majority vote In
Tennessee went to Bush. But,
again, it does not mean that
those who voted for the othe.
candidates somehow have,
changed their views and
beliefs to those of the
Republican Party. Many still
support the candidate the¥y
voted for. Although we respect
the office of the president
many people‘s views still sup"
port those of the one they cast
a vote for, be it Kerry, Bushs
Badnarik, Nader, Peroutka, 9!
even Brown or Cobb.
Our point is this, our coun
try is made up of many colo!®
any way you look at it.
i
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Stonewall Democrats of Memphis
merce
New officers

are

saws |
2004 ended in black
The31 Memphis
Gay and LesbianCenter
announced
Dec.
that
theorganization
officially
finished
2004
in the
black.
The
announcement
was
madeduring
a
New
Year‘s
Eve open house at the center located at
Announcement

elected,

2

added

At a Dec. 5, 2004, reorganization meeting, officers for the
Stonewall Democrats of Memphis were elected for the next
year. Marty Katz was elected president; Sonia Garner, vice
president; Tommy Simmons, treasurer; Wayne Hastings, secre—
tary, and Jim Maynard and Herb Zeman were added to the
board of directors.
"I am very excited about the upcoming year for the Stonewall
Democrats," Katz said in accepting the presidency of the organ—
ization. "I have three goals for this year. First, we must complete
the incorporation process. This will allow us to grow from year to
year and election cycle to election cycle in a stable manner.
Second, we need to begin developing relations with other organ—
izations in the community. We need to identify groups and indi—
viduals with whom we share common goals and join together to
fight for them. And third, we must begin developing a member—
ship base that can carry forward our mission in the years to
come. If we can achieve these things in the next year, | will con—
sider the year to be very successful."
The next meeting of the Stonewall Democrats will be Jan. 9,
at the Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center, 892 South
Cooper, at 1:30 p.m. At that meeting SWD—Memphis plans to
finalize acceptance of its by—laws, establish a membership fee
and continue the process of organizing for the next year.
For more information, go online to www.memphisstonewallde—
mocrats.org or email mphsstonewalldem@yahoo.com.

892 South
Cooper Street.
O
"Weare a solvent orgamzatnon said Len Piechpwsmi l
MGLCC president in a telephone interview the next after— _
noon. "This is a significant step for us (the MGLCC)]. Our —
contributions were up 146.9 percent in 2004 vs thas
receivedin 2003, which indicates several things to me. .
"One, that Memphis‘s GLBT community believes in
what we‘re doing;" Piechowski continued, "two, that the|
community is generous, which is very striking, and three, _
that this breaks the idea that the community can‘t accom— _
plish anything; that there‘snothing going on in Memphis
but the bars — this really provesotherwise."
;
Piechowski, along withmembers of the MG LCC board '
of directors, also issued a statement of thanks to the GLBT
community: "Congratulations and thank you for your gen— .
erosity and support andfor.doing your part in this historic

endeavor We should beproud of ourselves* —

WASSUP
Ask us about the Wednesday
Night Gatherings at 28 N.
Claybrook at 7 p.m.
2nd floor each week.

901.322.0296
January 2005
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SRI LANKA
The Dec. 26, 2004, tsunami killed 36 members

of the Sri
Twelve
Journey.
a
on
Companions
Lankan gay organization
additional members remain unaccounted for. One hundred
twelve of the group‘s members had their homes destroyed by
the waves.
"These are numbers that we have
received so far," said Sherman de .
Rose, the group‘s executive director.
"The coastal line, which the tourists
frequent, is destroyed entirely. So,
along with it, whatever the gay—friend—
ly places were, were destroyed, as
well. Mind you, we didn‘t have any out
and open gay/lesbian spaces,
although it was accepted in tourist
areas where a lot of LGB tourists from
Western Europe and Scandinavian
countries visit for holidays.
h
Ba}; ofBengal
"Fortunately for the gay communi—
ty," de Rose said, "the tsunami didn‘t
make its appearance in the evening; —
Lanka
otherwise lots of gays cruising along .
the beaches would have perished."
Companions has received many
requests for assistance and offers
of help.
f
"It‘s amazing how the gays and les—
bians responded to the calamity," de —
Rose said. "Many volunteered with
relief work and donated to relief pro— _
\ grams. We have received many calls
from gay/lesbian people who wanted to support the affected in
any possible way.
"We have also received lots of requests from affected mem—
bers to assist them with building their destroyed shelters. We
have donated clothing, dry rations, cooked food, water and med—
icine. Our principal donor, Hivos—Netherlands, has informed us
that we could utilize some of the funds they have provided forHIV/AIDS— and sexuality—related activities for relief purposes."
The executive director for the Sri Lankan "LGBTIQ" organi—
zation Equal Ground, Rosanna Flamer—Caldera, said: "The
magnitude of the catastrophe that affected Sri Lanka on Boxing
Day is something that is hardly describable. Members of Equal
"Ground have not only given of their time and energy to volunteer
for relief efforts, but also have spent their own monies buying
essentialslike medicine and food, and donating it to the larger
organizations sending the trucks to the north, east and south."
Flamer—Caldera said, "Many of the gay ‘spaces‘ in the south
and also in Negombo, to the north of Colombo, were damaged
or wiped out by the tsunami.... This horrible, horrible disaster
has knocked Sri Lanka so bad that it will take yearsand years
— to rebuild."
< INDONESIA
In Indonesia, gay groups have been unable to get any infor—
mation from the most—affected areas.
"We don‘t know about the effect of the tsunami on gay peo—
_ ple in Aceh and North Sumatra," said Dede Oetomo, head of
8 fAMIlY &friends January 2005
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NUSANTARA "We never had any organized contact in
Aceh or the island of Nias in North Sumatra, which have been
hardest hit.
"Medan, the major city on the eastern coast with a suzable

gay population, was spared due to its distance from the epi— —
center," Oetomo said. "The good
news is that gay organizations are _
involved in fundraising and collecting __
donations together with other com— f
‘
munity groups."
THAILAND
In Thailand, the gay resort of |
Phuket was hard—hit. It has many gay —
guest houses, restaurants, shops
and coffeehouses. But, according to
Ulf Mikaelsson and Borje Carlsson,
two Swedes who run the Connect
Guest House and Coffee Bar, most 0
the gay businesses are "far enough
from the beach to be untouched by
the tragedy."
"The day of the tsunami disaster,
the Connect, with its satellite tele
sion connection, was one of the only
sources of news coverage of the
tragedy as it unfolded," the couple
wrote in an e—mail. "Scores of native
and foreign gays gathered around
the mounted television. and ate,
drank and bonded with each other
news came in as to the losses being
sustained.
"Right now, the Phuket gay community is busy raising funds
for those Thais and foreigners who suffered injury and loss due
to the tidal wave," the couple said. "It will take some monthsto
‘clean up and rebuild the beach area, but everything else on the
island, 500 yards or more from the beach, is exactly as it was —
untouched by the tsunami. ... If you want to help us in Patong
do not cancel your tour to Patong Beach. Now, more than ever,
we need your support."
\
J
Carlsson described his own experlence of the tsunami.
___.
"It was a clear blue sky and we were having our morning cof
fee at Connect when we heard people screaming that the beac
had disappeared," he said. "When I got close to the beach
heard more screaming and suddenly |:saw this hugewave, tal :
than the palm trees, coming to crash down on us. ... We rushe
into a hotel as the huge wave rolled into Patong Beach. Th
giant wave flooded the lobby within seconds and dragged furm
ture onto the street. I had to wrap myself around a pillar to avoit
being swept away. As | was standing there, a car actually float
ed into the lobby and overturned because the current was SC
strong. The water was up to my chest and | was holding on t
my boyfriend‘s hand because he can‘t swim.
"It‘s a strange feeling to walk from one side of Rath— UTh
road to the other," Carlsson said. "On one side it looks like a Wal
zone and on the other Side nothing had changed." —
INDIA
(At press time, information from India was not yet availabl
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BROAWAt LIVE ® ON—STAGE

Purchase tickets at the Orpheum Box Office, Davis—Kidd Booksellers, or any Ticketmaster location. To charge by
phone (901)525—3000 or (901)743—ARTS, group sales call (901)525—7800. Order online www.orpheum—memphis.com
BROADWAY SERIES SPONSOR: STtanrorp FminNANCIAL Group
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The flowering ofa
by Shonn Dupree
On Jan. 26, 197??, a bouncing baby boy named Kevin Lewis
Cogshell was born to Juanita and James Cogshell.
Kevin had a wonderful childhood growing up with his mother
and father, although his parents divorced when he was three
years old. However, Kevin continued to have a father—son rela—
tionship with his father. Since Kevin was an only child, he had to
rely on his cousins and his friends in the neighborhood for com—
panionship, but he did not lack any attention.
Kevin‘s childhood became a bit turned around at the age of
nine when he was molested by a family member; this had a
tremendous impact on his life. His molester told him that what he
was doing to him was what little boys are suppose to do with
each other. Kevin did not confide in anyone, not his mother or his
childhood best friend, James Phillip.
It was only two years ago that he finally confided in his moth—
er that a family member on her side had molested him. His moth—
er did take it well because she felt like if Kevin had told her,
maybe she could have steered him in the right direction, not that
she doesn‘t love him. However, she doesn‘t approve of what he
does, doing drag.
%
James and Kevin grew up thinking they were the only two dif—
ferent little boys in the world because of the things they liked to
do, things they didn‘t see any of the other boys doing, like play—
ing cops and prostitutes; twirling batons and being majorettes;
putting T—shirts on their heads, pretending they had long hair,

and Kevin would play in his mother‘s pumps while she was at
work. He even had his favorite pair (I guess that‘s why she‘s so
fierce in a pair of pumps).
;
Kevin also had a group of girlfriends that he loved so dearly
— Kim Flowers, Vera Sanders, Denise Phillips and Dee—Dee
Avaheart, and his favorite cousin, Tina Ingram, who he wanted
to be just like. He also has two favorite aunts, Charlene Worship
and Mae Ruth Patton, from his mother‘s side; one favorite aunt
on his father‘s side, Joyce Ann Newborn; three uncles; a grand—
mother, Ms. Mildred Patton, who he loves so dearly, and his
grandfather, who is now deceased.
Growing up, Kevin adopted the Flowers family from down the
street as his family and everybody thought that he and Kim were
cousins. Although Ms. Flowers had seven kids, Kevin felt like he
was number eight. Kevin joined Word of Faith Christian Center
on Sharp Avenue when he was in the eighth grade.
Kevin did not join any gangs or get into trouble because he
was too busy with the girls at their favorite hangout spots — on
the street in front of the light pole, Dave‘s Skating Rink or at each
other‘s house. Kevin was not allowed to play with the bad boys
on the street; he never played football, basketball or anything,
which required contact with his body or his face. He was this
pretty, little, preppy—boy who hung out with the girls and who also
was scared of the dark until he was in the eighth grade.

Kevin Lewis Cogshell, from left, with his mother, Juanita; at 16 months;
in elementary school; in high school, and as Pebbles.
12
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See Pebbles, page 13

a\
Pebbles

f— Tamika St Jon, Tiarra Mason «Genise Fontalne Ms Peaches
and Sam Ross.
from page 12
Dupree: Wow, I can remember those days and a few of those

©Kevin attended Chickasaw Junior High school from 1982 to
1984. There he discovered majorettes. Under the direction of
~ Ms. Barbara Wynfield, who was his favorite teacher, Chickasaw
was the No. 1 junior high in majorette and drummers during the
years Kevin attended. Ms. Johnson and Ms. Jones also were
_ favorite teachers of Kevin‘s.
—
After junior high, he attended Westwood High from 1984 to
1987, where he had none of his neighborhood girlfriends with
_ him because they all went to different schools in the city. So
— Kevin stayed to himself the first year.
When he was in the 10th grade, Kevin was dlagnosed with

legends. Whatwas your reaction?
Pebbles: That night.I swore I would never put on a dress
Dupree: We have your first club experience; who was your

first boyfriend?
Pebbles: Well, the first boy | called my boyfriend was
Gregory. _
Dupree: Greg who? —
Pebbles: The Greg who use to own Club Liquids.
Dupree: So, was he your first, you know?
Pebbles: Yes. But we are not going to dwell on that.
Dupree: Okay, cool. So, were Stacy and Anthony your only
gay friends?
scol|05|s or curvature of the spine, so he had to wear a body
Pebbles: | met Roy Browlee, Adrian and Cedric.
cast from the neck to his pelvic bone. Because of his surgery,
Dupree: Now, who are they?
Kevin was home—schooled for 26 weeks and even had to learn
Pebbles: Rhonesha Love, Andrica Fox Frantz, Tina
to walk again. This was a very difficult time in his life. After all Templeton
,
these obstacles, Kevin re—enrolled at Westwood where he I
Dupree: Okay, so that was what year?
7
A
later became —‘"Mr. Yearbook" and was also voted "Most
Pebbles: 1988, Cedric and Roy were dating and one time
Friendly." He graduated with a B average in 1987. His best they spent the night at my house and Tina was going
through my
friend, James, went into the Navy and Kevm went on to dis— . things and saw my birth certificate and he had the
same last
‘cover Keisha and Pebbles.
name asmy mother, sothey got to talking and Tina and l found

That brings us to this interview with the legendary diva
herself.
Dupree: HelloPebbles how are you, orshould I say Keisha?
Pebbles: Hi. How are you? And you can say Pebbles.
Dupree: I feel this interview is long over due; with all your
achievement, is there anything you would like to say before we
proceed?
—
Pebbles: Giving honor to God for me belng here, and let me
_ say it is an honor to be asked for everyone to know a little bit
—_ about my life.
Dupree: Funny you sald that, I must say that | had my doubts:
about this interview.
~ Pebbles: Why?
Dupree: Because no one knows the real Pebbles and | was
wondering should | be the one to reveal what you. have behind
this big wall you have built.
Pebbles: (laughing) I don‘t think you will get through
Dupree: Let‘s see.
k
Pebbles: Ok. The ball is in your court

out we were cousins.
Dupree: Who was the first female impersonator you met?
Pebbles: Ms. Natoya Davenport, she use to pick Adrian and
me up and she would go to her friends houseand get into drag.
Dupree: Did you start to drag?
Pebbles: | had just started my new job at the post office and
was still living at home with my mother so I couldn‘t drag yet.
Dupree: Okay, so whoput you in your first dress?
Pebbles: Halloween night, 1989, Sam Ross painted my face.
Dupree: What did you wear?
Pebbles: A yellow and black, tight—fitted dress; a Chinese
bob; black stockings, and black pumps.
Dupree: Where did you go?
Pebbles: We went on Beale Street and went to some clubs.
Dupree: Who were you with?
Pebbles: Laporsha Sanchez Andrica Fox Frantz, Tina
Templeton
Dupree: So, how did you look?
Pebbles: Let me say that night showed me a whole new world.
Dupree: So, tell me, if you don‘t mind me asking, exactly how
It showed me that this is who | am. I put my dress on for the
. _ old were you when you were introduced to the gaylife?
straight boys, not toentertain, and | was getting a lot of attention.
Pebbles: | was 19.
Dupree: So all the attention was on you?
5
Dupree: Who introduced you?
Pebbles: No, we all had our moments, but I really enjoyed
Pebbles: Stacy, who was my 12th grade best frlend She f mine.
introduced me to her friend, Anthony Alexander (Fookie).
Dupree: So you swore ‘you'would never put on a dress?. $

Dupree: How did she introduce you?
Pebbles: | did. | really did. I went to the club, and everybody
Pebbles: Stacy took me to the gay bar. She told me she had was going crazy over how pretty they said | was.
— a cousin that | reminded her of; that was Anthony, who turned out
Dupree: So, after Halloween were you through with dresses?
to be gay.
Pebbles: No, Halloween turned into Christmas, New Years
Dupree: What was the name of the club?
and so on and I becamea back—up singer for Tina Templeton; we
Pebbles: Apartment Club.
~called ourselves the Dream Girls. I backgrounded for Tina three
Dupree: Apartment Club, that was a while back no offense.
times and she said, ‘Girl, you should do a number.‘ Everybody was _
Pebbles: None taken, I‘m blessed.
wondering when was the little Chinese girl going to do the show. _
—Dupree: | agree. So, you are at the Apartment Club; is there
Pebbles dedicates this story to the memory of Tina _
anything in particular that you remember about thatnight?
Templeton, Lucky Iman Dupree Najae S. Dupree and James

Pebbles: It was free night, a Thursday. We picked Anthony up (Tony) Posey.
fromwork and he saw me and said let‘s take him to the club.
(Editor‘s Note: This is the first of a two—part series. See the
Dupree Who were the top entertainers?
\
February issue of Family & Friends Magazrne for part II: The
Pebbles: Paula Poindexter, Sherita Whiteside, Ta Ta Vega, reigning years.)
January 2005 —
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Meet Miss Saigon‘s Chris Semidey

by Kevin Shaw, staff writer
‘The creators of Les Miserables decided to create a musrcal
loosely based on the story of Pucinni‘s Madame Butterfly. From
the writers, Alain Boublil and Claude—michel Schonberg, comes
another of the most popular musicals of all time, Miss Saigon, set
for The Orpheum Theatre, 203 South Main Street, Jan. 18 to 23.
The epic story of two young lovers torn apart by the fortunes
of destiny and held together by a burning passion and the fate of
a small child, uses the Vietnam War as its
backdrop. Few are those who can leave
the theater each night without hav—
ing cast at least one, small tear.
Family & Friends magazine
was able to contact one of
the openly—gay performers
from the show to talk about
his personal life, as well
as his similarities to this
show‘s heroine. We
spoke with Chris
Semidey as he
woke
up
in
Cleveland, Ohio,
after performing
the show the pre—
vious night.
F&F: Did I
wake you up?
Semidey: No,
no. I‘ve been up
for about an hour
now.

CHRIS SEMIDEY
14 FAMILY & friends January 2005
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F&F: How long are you in Ohio?
—
Me
Semidey: We‘re just playing a week here. This is our last .
week before we go on a two—week hiatus for the holidays.
.
&
F&F: I see you‘re originally from New York. Is that where
you‘re returning?
a
Semidey: Yes. | live in the Bronx and my parents just bought
a house in Pennsylvania. So, I‘m able to divide my time between __
"the country" and "the city," which is nice. | haven‘t seen my par— _
ents in about two months, so it‘ll be nice to get home.
F&F: 1 don‘t know if your press people told you that this _
is a magazine for the GLBT community?
Semidey: Yes, they informed me about that.
F&F: So, they tapped you to be the token
homosexual spokesperson for the show?
Semidey: (laughing) I‘m the token homo—
sexual representative!
F&F: Well, I realize you‘re probably the
only gay man in the whole cast ...
Semidey: Yeah, right. Come on, now. ___
F&F: What is it about gay people and _
the theater?
Semidey: | don‘t know. | guess it‘s
just an easier world for us where we can
be ourselves and not have to hide. We
can do what we really love — singing,
dancing.
F&F: Are you saying that all gay people __
like to sing and dance?
31
Semidey: No, no. But, | would saya
good majority of us like to.
$
F&F: So, how long have you been open-i

ly—gay?
?
Semidey: | came (out) when | was 18
years old and I‘m 22 now.
F&F: Was that hard for you or was it pretty.

easy?
Semidey: Well, my mom always kind of knew and —
when I told her ... it‘s one thing to believe something and __
it‘s another to actually hear it for the first time. So, when I_
did tell my mom, it kind of threw her off track even though she
was waiting for it. But, thank God, my family is very supportive
of my lifestyle and I‘ve never given my family any kind of
headaches.
F&F: Are you currently single?
Semidey: No, I‘m not. I‘ve been in a relationship for
two and a half years now.
¢
F&F: With someone on the road with you?
Semidey: No, someone back home. He _
lives in Queens.
8
F&F: Would you say monogamy is dif __
ficult when you‘re apart from each other _
for so long?
"Al
Semidey: Let‘s just say that I‘ve _
been lucky and he‘s been very good _
to me. He comes often to visit me __
and we just spent Thanksgiving _
together. The entire company_
b knows him and what not. I‘m one _
|
l
See Semidey, nage 15.

Semidey
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of the lucky ones in that we have a good, strong relationship.
F&F: What do you think about those who are in long—term
relationships who say that the only way it can last is if it is an
open relationship? Do you believe that?
Semidey: Ooh, | don‘t believe that. No way! I feel like a rela—
tionship is made for two people. That‘s just my opinion.
F&F: You know that many people feel that casual sex on the
side, when two people are away from each other, is not only
acceptable, but inevitable.
Semidey: | haven‘t been involved in anything like that, but we
do see each other a lot. Like I said, he just came out to visit for
Thanksgiving. I‘ve been lucky. It‘s a totally closed, monogamous
relationship.
F&F: When you go on the road, do you get to meet the gay
locals in each city or are you pretty much cloistered with your
cast all the time?
Semidey: We go out. There‘s a group of us who go out and
find our gay clubs in each city for the week or we‘ll be in a restau—
rant and the waiter will notice we‘re wearing our tour jackets and
they‘ll tell us what‘s going on in that particular city. We also use
the Damron Guide to find the clubs.
F&F: Do you find that you and your castmates get a lot more
attention and even propositioned more because you‘re in the
national tour of Miss Saigon?
Semidey: Oh yeah. This job has its perks. We‘ll be in a bar
and usually get free or discount drinks, while some of us do get
more dates and/or hookups. I‘m not really one of those guys,
though. Let‘s just say being on tour definitely has it‘s perks.
F&F: Let‘s talk about the show. You‘re in the ensemble?
Semidey: Yes. | started with the tour just this past
September. I‘m totally loving it. | just graduated from college in
May and then I got this tour. We rehearsed in Los Angeles for
two weeks and we had the summer off and then opened in
September in Portland. I‘m meeting great people and getting to
see the country. Plus, I‘m getting paid to do what I love, which is
SINGING and DANCING! A lot of the people who graduated with
me from Wagner College on Staten Island are still unemployed.
F&F: Do you play an American or a Vietnamese villager?
Semidey: I‘m on what they call a "crossover" track. 1 play a
Vietnamese, as well as an American G.1.
F&F: Is this production much different from the actual
Broadway show?
Semidey: This show was conceived by the same people who
worked on the New York show. The associate director and the
assistant choreographer from Broadway put this tour together.
It‘s very similar.
F&F: Will you all be showcasing that world—famous helicopter
on stage?
Semidey: The helicopter is created with special effects. It‘s
pretty interesting how we pull that off. Everything turns out well.
F&F: After all these years, why do you think this show is still
so popular?
Semidey: It‘s a story we can all relate to. It‘s love. It‘s your
typical tragic love story and | guess everyone can relate to at
least one character in the story. At least, I do.
F&F: Who do you relate to?
Semidey: | guess | most relate to Kim (except for that tragic
ending part ...). She‘s new in a new world and trying to find her—
self, as well as her one, true love. Then, trying to keep that love
despite so many obstacles in the world. You know, very touch—

ing. This is Miss Saigon, it‘s "the greatest love story of all time."
(laughing) Well, that‘s the way they advertise it.
F&F: Wow! The greatest love story of ALL time? That‘s a lot
of pressure, isn‘t it?
Semidey: | know! Exactly!
F&F: Well, it better be good.
Semidey: We do a good job!
Showtimes for Miss Saigon are 7:30 p.m. Tuesday to
Thursday; 8 p.m. Friday; 2 and 8 p.m. Saturday, and 1:30 and 7
p.m. Sunday. Tickets, which range in price from $45 to $70, are
available by calling (901) 525—3000 or (901) 525—5499; at the
Orpheum Theatre Box Office, Davis—Kidd Booksellers (387
Perkins Road in Laurelwood Shopping Center) or any
TicketMaster location, or online at www. TicketMaster.com.
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an unpublished novel
by Jim Norcross
(chapter by chapter)
ARRIVING AT THE LODGE
They were lost, hopelessly lost.
Bobby was driving and Paul was trying to read the map, which
was difficult due to the rough roads. Finally they spotted an
ancient Texaco station off to one side of a crossroad and
pulled in. Two grizzled old men in overalls were sitting on nail
kegs on the stoop. With some reluctance one looked up from
his checker game. The big Bluetick hound that was lying
beside them did not move.
"We‘re trying to find the New
Moon Lodge," said Bobby.
"Well, yer dang near there.
It‘s that aways," he pointed
left, "Go fer about half mile and
you‘ll see a pasture with a
white horse in it, turn leftt and
go two more miles."
They were on the way to
visit Michelle (known to every—
one as Mike) and Claudia,
who had invited them for a
weekend at their fishing
lodge. Paul and Claudia had
dated steadily in high school,
but she now lived with her
lover, Michelle. The women
had run into Bobby and Paul
at a gay bar and they had
extended an invitation. Bobby
looked forward to it. Paul was
full of apprehension. He had fought his emotions regarding
men and had been married three times until he finally visited
his first gay bar and there had run on to Bobby, who had been
his roommate in college.
"There‘s the white horse. See it right over there," said Paul.
"he said turn left."
Bobby turned left, trying to avoid the worst of the ruts and
finally there was the sign. New Moon Lodge. Bobby pulled up to
the office and sounded the horn.
"I‘m nervous," Paul said. "Maybe it isn‘t right to come here."
"Now what the hell are you talking about? We‘re two gay cou—
ples and we‘re going to have a fine time. Mike knows you and
Claudia were an item in high school; it doesn‘t bother her. Why
should it bother you? Relax."
"Hey, guys we‘re down here by the dock. Come on down." It
was Claudia. She was wearing cut off jeans, a sleeveless yellow
blouse and rubber thongs. "I‘m catching fish for dinner." The men
walked to the dock. Mike poked her grease—smeared face from
below where she was rebuilding a boat motor. "Hi guys. Nice to
see you. I‘ll be with you in a minute, have to get this back togeth—
er before | forget how."
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"What took you two so long to get here? We were expect—
ing you two hours ago," Claudia said. Paul blushed and
ducked his head.
"Oh, Claudia, you know what probably happened," Mike said.
"They‘re newlyweds, remember. Have we been together so long
you forgot how you can get delayed on a Saturday morning?
"Let me give you a hand, Mike," Bobby said. "I know a little
about motors. Paul won‘t be of any help though."
"Come on down then. Claudia, why don‘t you take Paul for a
ride in the other boat. Maybe take him over to meet Gordon
across the lake. He would love to show off his roses."
"Gordon and David are the other gay couple here in town,"
Claudia said. "As far as we know, we‘re the only other ones
around here. They‘re coming over for dinner tonight. They‘re
really neat guys, been together over 25 years. Can you believe
that? Met when they were in Vietnam.
"Gordon‘s retired military. A colonel, | think. He was in Korea
and Nam. David lost a leg there in service, but works every day
with an artificial one. He is the barber here in town."
"I wasn‘t expecting to meet other people," Paul said
with apprehension.

"Oh, you‘ll like them," Claudia said. "Now get in the boat and
hold on. I like to open up when the lake is quiet like it is now."
Claudia maneuvered the boat with ease. "How‘s your dad
doing?" she asked. "I was sorry to hear about your mother dying.
I liked her."
"Oh, he‘s doing fine. What about your mother? I heard she
had cancer."
"Yes, but it seems to be in remission for now. She panicked
when she first found out and insisted that I move back home
from California. Of course, when I went out there | was just going
to go for the summer, but then I met Mike and stayed. I hated to
ask Mike to come back, leave San Francisco that she loved, but
it‘s all worked out. Our business is picking up."
Conversation seemed to lag then, and they rode silently until
they rounded a bend and Claudia pointed out a stone and red
frame house. "That‘s where Gordon and David live. David is
probably at work. He works every day and seems to get along
fine. He‘s quite a bit younger than Gordon. Gordon was in Korea
and Nam both, has a metal of honor for something, but he never
See Arriving at the Lodge, page 17
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ed to the scar on his shoulder and arm "Still bothers me some
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talks about that."
Claudia guided the boat to the dock of the neat, well—kept
house with its manicured yard. There were roses everywhere,
along the walkway and in beds scattered about the premises,
around the house.
A man in his early—to—middle 60s was working in one of the
beds and he looked up and waved. He had a full head of wavy
silver hair, a mustache of the same color and wore only denim
shorts. His muscular chest and legs were tanned and covered
with curly white hair. A long scar ran down one arm. The man left
his work and came immediately to the dock to help Claudia tie
up her boat.
"Hi. This must be your friend from the city you were telling me
about. Is this Paul or Bobby?" He grinned and as he did so, the
lines around his eyes deepened and he displayed a set of even
white teeth. Taking out a handkerchief from his back pocket, he
wiped his face. "Any friend of Claudia and Mike is a friend of
mine. I‘m Gordon Thompson. David is at work today, but we‘ll be
over later on for supper. Come see my roses."
Immediately, Paul was quite at ease with Gordon, who for
some reason reminded him of his father, though he sensed he
could talk to this man, something that he‘d never been able to do
with his father, who was always busy with his medical practice.
"I feel like I know you Paul. I‘ve heard so much about you
from Claudia."
:
"Well, Claudia and I grew up together."
"Sort of the way my wife and I were," Gordon said.
"You‘ve been married, too?" It always surprised Paul when he
met another gay, who also had been married.
"Oh, I have a son who is almost 35. I‘m a grandfather three
times over."
"Well, what does your son think? I mean about you being
gay?" The question slipped out.
:
Claudia started to say something, but Gordon held up his
hand. "It‘s all right Claudia. We all have to ask questions at first.
My son‘s a cool kid, or a man, I guess I should say. He‘s accept—
ing, and it doesn‘t seem to be a big deal to him. It‘s sort of as if
I were left—handed or something. I‘m afraid that I‘m quite a dot—
ing grandfather, however."
"Claudia told you and your —," Paul groped for the word.
"I use lover," said Gordon. "Others use other words but I pre—
fer lover."
"You‘ve been together for 25 years? That‘s unbelievable,"
stammered Paul.
"That‘s right. Met him in ‘Nam. He was my driver."
"But wasn‘t that dangerous? You being an officer and him an
enlisted man?" Paul knew he shouldn‘t be asking these ques—
tions of someone he had just met but he couldn‘t help himself.
The telephone rang and Gordon left to answer it and then
called to Claudia from the doorway. "It‘s Mike. She needs a part
for the motor and wants to know if you can run into town and pick
it up at Fergurson‘s. Take my Bronco. The keys are on the table
here. Don‘t rush. Paul and I can talk while you‘re gone."
Claudia left and Gordon asked, "How about a beer?"
Paul nodded and Gordon went into the kitchen and returned
with a cold Busch and tossed it to Paul. "Come out on the deck
here." Gordon sprawled out on a lounge and asked, "Were you
ever in service?"
"I was in the Marines, was in Japan for a while."
"Well, I was career military. Got wounded in ‘Nam." He point—

but I was lucky. Is your beer cold enough?"
Paul indicated that it was fine and Gordon continued. "I was
married most of the time I was in service, but I kept volunteering
for active duty overseas just to be in the midst of everything. 1
just wanted to be away from home — not that my wife wasn‘t a
fine woman. | was just drawn to something else."
"I know. I‘m so confused sometimes. | got married three times
before I figured out that 1 —," Paul searched for the words.
"I know. Coming out isn‘t easy," said Gordon, "but gay rela—
tionships can and do work. Look at Mike and Claudia and David
and I. You can‘t expect perfection and it‘s work — but sort of won—
derful work." He smiled again showing the perfect teeth.
Paul lay back in his chair sipping his beer. "I just wish I knew
why I‘m gay."
"None of us know that. Hell, science is not even able to tell
us, but apparently gays have been around from time beginning."
Gordon finished his beer and left and came back with two more.
"I‘m going to tell you something that | haven‘t told even
Claudia and Mike." Gordon was silent a moment and then con—
tinued. "David was my driver in ‘Nam. We were out on the road
in our Jeep one day. No VC were supposed to be around but we
got jumped by a group of three. The vehicle disabled, both of us
injured. David had a serious leg wound. Well, until then our rela—
tionship had been strictly professional but when I saw him lying
there bleeding I knew —."
Gordon was silent for along time before he continued. "— that
he meant everything to me and | was damned if | was going to let
him die on some God forsaken road there. I hunted down and
killed those VCs, carried David to the camp, even though | was
wounded myself. The Army gave me an award, made a big deal
out of it with a lot of hoopla about how I had saved one of my fel—
low soldiers. Bullshit, I knew | was doing it for other reasons. This
may be corny, but it‘s true. I only hope that you can find someone
who can mean as much to you as David does to me." Gordon sat
studying Paul for a while, grinned and added, "That‘s what life is
all about, my boy. At least according to Gordon Thompson."
"It is going to kill my father when I tell him I‘m gay. I‘m an only
child. He was disappointed that | didn‘t go to medical school, dis—
appointed that | didn‘t marry Claudia and have grandchildren.
Now I have to tell him this."
"The only thing I can tell you is that you can‘t live your life to
please your family. I don‘t have all the answers. Hey, this is get—
ting too heavy." He laughed. "Come now, | really want to show
you my roses."
Claudia returned with the part and handed the keys to
Gordon. "Well, what kind of crap have you fed him, Gordon?"
"Oh, nothing special, just man talk. Telling him old war stories,
that sort of thing. Grab a beer out of the refrigerator before you
start home, Claudia."
"No, better get this part over to Mike. You know how she is
when she starts work on something. We‘ll see you tonight.
Ready Paul?"
Gordon walked them to the dock and he reached out and put
his hand on Paul‘s shoulder. Paul turned to him and mouthed the
words, "Thank you."
"You‘ll be alright Paul, it just takes time. Just remember the
older you get the more you realize that what people think really
doesn‘t matter that much."
Gordon stood watching as Paul got into the boat with Claudia
and waved until they were out of sight. Then Gordon glanced at
his watch and smiled. It was about time for David to be coming
home from the shop.
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«NATIONAL TIDBITS:
;
* A group of gay graduates of the Naval Academy tried again,
and was rejected again, by the governing board of the Naval
!~ Academy Alumni Association (NAAA). The group, now known as
the CASTRO CHAPTER OF THE NAVAL ACADEMY ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION, the name—change being one of several steps
the organization did to bring the gay alumni group into compli—
ance, had grown from 23 members to 66 members by the sec—
— ond attempt at formal recognition by the NAAA.
._» REV. IRENE ELIZABETH STROUD has lost her credentials
as an elder in the United Methodist Church because she is an
"out" lesbian, living in a committed relationship. Stroud was a
minister at the First United Methodist Church of Germantown in
Spring City, Pa. She is appealing her case with the church
appeals court.
+ LAMBDA LEGAL, representing KEVIN DUNBAR, 26 in a

breach of contract lawsuit claiming his employer, FOOT
LOCKER, violated its own company‘s anti—harassment, anti—
discrimination policies, reached a settlement agreement Dec,
16, 2004. The settlement agreement included Foot Locker
agreeing to train its managers and employees more aggres—
— sively about antigay harassment and an undisclosed monetary
settlement to Dunbar.
* A new condom is about to undergo testing in order to gain
_ FDA approval. The product, the OneForM(TM) Condom, was
invented by DANNY RESNIK, president of Strata Various
Product Design. "The difference is astounding," Resnik said of
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his improved condom design. For male users, instead of.
anchoring with the familiar restrictive ring ... the new, non—
rolled, pop—up design was created to slide onto the penis in a
single, quick, no—fumbling movement. Alternatively, it is.
designed to be easily inserted vaginally or anally, well in
advance of intercourse.
* According to a Jan. 4, 2005, Reuters story, the nonprofit, —
product testing organization, CONSUMERS UNION, which pub—
lishes Consumer Reports magazine, tested condoms. The best .
of the best was Durex Extra Sensitive Lubricated Latex.
Following were Durex Performax Lubricated, Lifestyles Classic
Collection Ultra Sensitive Lubricated and TheyFit Lubricated.
However, a generic condom distributed by Planned Parenthood
failed, bursting after being filled with air.
LOCAL TIDBITS:
|
« Congratulations to THE ECLECTIC EYE, which made .
the holidays a little brighter for some Mid—South children. A.
total of 135 toys were dropped off at the store, which was a __
designated U.S. Marine Corp‘s Toys for Tots collection cen
ter. An additional 40 toys were purchased with the $5 donat—
ed by The Eclectic Eye for each frame purchased during the .
Nov. 15 to Dec. 15 collection period. "It‘s been a rewarding
and worthwhile experience to participate in the Toys for Tots
program," said ROBBIE JOHNSON WEINBERG, co—owne
of the community—minded designer eyewear retailer and
optometrist office..
« HAPPY BIRTHDAY to: TOM ROWE, who is "on the back:
side of 40, and our own managing editor, ANITA MOYT, who i
more than a little "on the backside of 40" herself."
* HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY to: ANTHONY HARDAWAY
writer of Family & Friends‘ "What‘s the Tee, Ladybug" monthly
column; TERRYL BUCKNER, owner/operator of Club Allusions
and the lovely BETTY RICHERSON.
;
* We understand the one and only SHIRLEY Q. LIQUOR will _
be returning to BACKSTREET MEMPHIS to help you get ove
those income tax blues on none other than April 15. By the way,
check out page 55 for the story on drag—duo, DAISY & WILMA
set to perform at Memphis‘s largest club Feb 11. We understand
these girls have quite a past.
* Check out the pages of Family & Friends for information on
three different MARDI GRAS BALLS, each open to the public. |
you haven‘t attended one of these galas, try it this year. You‘l
really enjoy the crowd, the show, the ceremony and all the trim— _
mings of a Mardi Gras parade.
f
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OVER MY

editorial by Patricia Pair, publisher
§
The joy of the holidays means
_ different things to different people.
For some it could be the smile on a child‘s face, the lighting of a
tree, the singing of carols, midnight mass, the spinning of a
drediel, the lighting of the Menorah or Kinara or even sitting
down together and eating the Karamu.
It means different things to me, too. But this year, | dis—
covered something else that held meaning for me. | didn‘t
realize it was happening, at first, but by the third occurrence,
it was obvious.
1 was smiling, and not just your usual smile, but one that
begins in: the heart and radiates to the lips, face and body,
eventually warming your entire soul. It‘s the same kind of
smile one might experience watching a child discover some—
thing new for the first time, or the kind of smile you can‘t help
but get when you see a burly man being soft and gentle with
his child.
The first time it happened was quick. Almost so quick | did—
n‘t realize it had happened. It was Dec. 22, just before the ice
pellets began falling from the sky. | was in Wal—Mart along
with about half the population of Memphis. Moving around in
the store was practically impossible. After finding an ice
scraper in the automotive section, I needed to purchase a CD
player for my son. As | made my way through the crowd
towards the electronics section of the store, two young
women passed me going in the opposite direction. Just
before they slipped past me | realized they were holding
hands, not like friends would hold hands, but like lovers with
their fingers intertwined. I smiled.
About 24 hours later on Dec. 23, my son and | were having
breakfast at Barksdale‘s Restaurant on Cooper after venturing
out on the ice so he could go sledding at East High School.
Just as we were finishing up our meal, a group of five men
came in and sat down at a large table. I didn‘t really notice
them at first, but as I got up to pay our bill, I noticed not only
their ages, which ranged from early 30s to late 60s, but the fact
that they, indeed, were all gay. Their conversation drifted over
me while | stood at the cash register. Their stories and the
laughter that followed was so full of warmth, friendship and
love. I retook my seat and waited for my son to finish his pan—
cakes. As | watched the interaction and exchange among the
group of men, I smiled.
Because the storm had moved in quick, we weren‘t prepared
completely for Christmas, meaning not all of my immediate fam—
ily had finished their shopping. So, on Christmas Eve, I volun—
teered to brave the weather (and Memphis drivers) and take
Anita to the mall to complete her shopping. Not wanting to be
one of those persons who just sits on a bench waiting for her
woman to do the shopping (mainly because I‘m the shopper of
the family), I wandered down to the food court for a bite to eat.
As I stood in a very long line at the Steak Escape, I realized

the couple in front of me, as well as the couple behind me, were
lesbians. The couple in front were older, while the couple behind
me were much younger. | watched as one of women in the older
couple attended to every need of her partner, including prompt—
ing her partner to find a table and get off her aching feet. | lis—
tened as the younger couple behind me whispered words of
love to each other mixed with the discreet touches only lovers
know. I smiled.
We are everywhere, there is no doubt. I don‘t know the 11
people mentioned above, and | assume they don‘t know me.
But, I wanted to take a minute and thank them for one of the
greatest gifts | received this holiday season. It didn‘t cost a
penny and they have no idea they even gave it. It was the gift of
joy, smiles and a warming of the heart. As the new year unfolds
before us it is sure to have its trials and tribulations, and when
times get dark, I‘ll recall and cherish their gift.
ESCAPE YOUR HIGH MORTGAGE AND FIND FINANCIAL
FREEDOM!
High Mortgage Payments?
Facing Foreclosure?
Let us buy your house and relieve your stress! Contact us at
(901) 237—2194 and talk to one of our counselors at no cost to
you. We offer creative solutions for people in need.
lossom
Properties,
LLC

Don‘t be financiallycrippled by your
mortgage. We will buy your house. Call
Blossom Properties today.
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FROM THE

FRONT

by Kevin Shaw
Theatre
Memphis,
630
Perkins
Extended, is bringing a unique comedy to
its smaller stage with the acting "tour de force," Stones in his
Pockets, Jan. 7 to 22.
Local acting veterans Michael Gravois and Tony Isbell team
up to bring you a multitude of interesting characters who
encounter each other during the making of a Hollywood movie.
Although Gravois was looking forward to telling us about his
show, his director and his approach to acting, a medical emer—
gency almost prevented him from doing so. After being up all
night, sitting in pain at a local Memphis hospital while suffering
with a kidney stone, Gravois was still kind enough to keep his
commitment to chat with Family & Friends about his role in this
upcoming show.
F&F: Good morning. How do you feel?
Gravois: I‘m okay, but if I all of a sudden stop talking and you
hear heaving in the background, you‘ll know ...
F&F: Are you kidding? Is it really that bad?
Gravois: Yes. I‘m not quite sure why. It‘s either the pain, or |
don‘t know. Last night at the hospital I had some of this, as well.
F&F: All of this misery is caused by one kidney stone?

Performing multiple roles in the Theatre Memphis production of Stones
In His Pockets, are, from left, Tony Isbell and Michael Gravois.
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Gravois: Yes. | was just out eating dinner last night and all of
sudden it struck in a matter of 30 seconds. I thought | was hav—
ing an appendicitis or something and so | went to the hospital
and sat in the emergency room all night in a drugged out state. .
They told me that the stone would pass in a matter of hours or it
could be days. ... So, I‘m still in that drugged state and I hope my
answers are lucid.
F&F: Well, this should be a very interesting interview ...
Gravois: I‘ll try and make sense. So, if | ramble, please edit.
F&F: Let‘s talk about the title, Stones in his Pockets. What
does that refer to?
$
Gravois: Well, one of the wonderful things about this show is
that the meaning of the title is revealed over the course of the
play. I wouldn‘t want to give that away because I think that is one
of the geniuses of the script. It‘s a really intelligent script. I had
seen this show in London three years ago and | knew nothing
about it except that it had won the Olivier Award (London‘s
equivalent of the Tony Award). I was over there and | thought I‘d
check out this show and I fell in love with it. On the surface, it‘s
the story of this big Hollywood movie that is being filmed in a
small, rural Irish town and the fallout that occurs when these two
worlds collide. On a deeper level, it explores how people are
affected by impossible dreams that Hollywood offers up. People
are either defeated by their dreams or empowered by them.
What‘s neat about this play is that there are only two actors play—
ing 17 characters. The main characters are these two local —
extras, Jake and Charlie, who are working on the movie, but we
also meet many others from the town, as well as the people from
the world of Hollywood. What‘s wonderful about performing in
this show is that I‘m not only "volleying" with the other actor, Tony
Isbell, but I‘m also having to kind of volley with myself at times.
We have to switch from one character to another throughout the
course of a conversation and sometimes we are kind of talking
to ourselves. There are no costume changes in the show, so the
audience has to be cued in to which character is talking based
on body postures, etc.
F&F: It sounds a bit like the play, Greater Tuna (where two
actors play multiple roles).
Gravois: This show is not campy like that one and we don‘t
have costume changes. This is a very funny show, but it also has
these very dramatic, poignant undertones within it.
F&F: Would you say this is the most challenging show you‘ve
done (Gravois also starred in Love, Valor, Companion; The Laramie
Project, and Gross Indecency at different Memphis theaters)?
Gravois: | actually find all roles that | tackle to be challenging
in their own unique way. This is certainly challenging in that I
have to develop eight characters, rather than one.
F&F: Let‘s talk about the director, Stephen Hancock. He‘s
your husband. Would it be fair to say you had an inside track get—
ting cast in this show?
Gravois: You mean, because I‘m sleeping with the director?
No. When Stephen signed up to direct this show he knew that I
was interested in auditioning for it, and he told me that he was—
n‘t going to cast me just because I was his husband. And I did—
n‘t want him to. Honestly, | think | was better than the people that
auditioned. So, I got cast based on merit ... I would hope.
F&F: During the rehearsal process, do you find that you say
things to him that you wouldn‘t say to otherdirectors you work with?
Gravois: That‘s an interesting question. When I‘m at
rehearsals, I don‘t really think of Stephen as my husband. I‘m in
actor mode at the time and | just think of him as the director. I
See, From The Front Row, page 25
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talk to him as I would any other director. I ask the same kinds of
questions. Actually, asking that question has made me realize
that there are similarities between the actor/director relationship
and the personal relationship. As an actor, I put my trust in him
as a director, believing that he has my best interest at heart. And
I feel the same way in our personal relationship. An actor has to
put themselves in a vulnerable position — the very act of per—
forming onstage is to expose oneself to the possibility of being
hurt, and you‘re hoping for a positive, fulfilling experience. By the
same token, when someone enters into a relationship, you also
place yourself in a vulnerable position.
F&F: So, ultimately, why should people spend their hard—
earned money to see Stones in his Pockets"?
Gravois: Because it entertains. It‘s funny. It‘s touching. It
makes you think. | think that‘s the reason | go to the theater.
When I saw it in London, | was just surprised by the beauty of
the script. And if you like good theater, we certainly have the
basis for it with this script.
F&F: Do you appreciate the irony regarding the fact that you
literally have a "stone in your pocket" (kidney stone) as you talk
about the play?
Gravois: (laughing) No, | don‘t appreciate the irony at the
moment. That‘s funny though. That‘s really funny.
Showtimes for Stones in his Pockets are 7:30 p.m.
Thursdays; 8 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays, and 2 p.m. Sunday,
Jan. 16. Tickets are $15 for adults; $12 for students with valid ID,
and $8 for children, under the age of 12.
For more information or reservations, call (901) 682—8323.
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Stones In His PockEts — January 7—22
on THe Next Stase at TnEatrE Memphis
Hollywood comes to rural ireland in this hilarious take on the
film industry. Jake and Charlie are extras on a movie block—
buster being filmed in County Kerry. Winner of two Best
Comedy awards: London Evening Standard Theatre Award
and the Olivier Award.
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Karyl Norman: Female impersonator
by Jim Norcross, staff writer
Though scarcely known today, Kary! Norman, in the early part
of the last century through the 1920s, was extremely popular. He
held audiences enthralled with his stage presence and glam—
orous costumes while singing in both his natural baritone and in
falsetto, often switching between the two.
He was born George Paduzzi and played vaudeville in his
teens. Known for his elaborate gowns (most of which he
designed and made himself), he changed his name to Kary!
Norman and billed himself as "The Creole Fashion Plate." Julian
Eltinge had ruled the female impersonator scene for a decade or
more, but had been forced to give up the image of the svelte
ingenue and to retreat into doing classic matron roles. Norman
admirably filled the gap with flair and glamour.
Unlike most performers of the time, he never doffed
(removed) his wig at the end of the act. He also did not resort to
staging fights with hecklers to preserve his macho image, as
Eltinge frequently did. For many years he toured the prestigious
Orpheum Circuit from coast to coast. He was very popular. He
worked only the bigger theater towns and drew huge crowds.
The Orpheum Circuit was considered "big time" as they did
fewer shows per day and played only the larger cities.
The collapse of vaudeville and the harshness of the growing
Depression made the frivolity of the previous years unpopular.
Also, Blue Laws were introduced that made female imperson—
ation against the law. Performers were forced to retreat into the
shadows of underground clubs. Norman worked at a small club
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called The Pansy Club
at 204 W. 48th in New
York, in what was known
as the "Gay Times
Square"
area.
The
review, which he host
ed, was called "Pansies
on Parade." The club
was closed in 1931,
when a gun fight took
place. He also worked
the La Boheme Club in
Hollywood on the west
coast. This establish—
ment attracted many
celebrities. The highlight
of Norman‘s act here
was his impersonation
of Joan Crawford play—
ing Sadie Thompson.
Norman
died
in
1947, and not much is
known of his final
years. But, for a time,
he was regarded as
one of the very best in
the business.
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Arkansas court strikes down foster parent ban
« There is no factual basis for saying that heterosexual par—
Finding that children are not harmed by living with gay or les—
bian parents, an Arkansas court, on Dec. 29, struck down a state ents might be better able to guide children through adolescence
regulation that banned gay people and anyone living in a house— than gay parents.
« There are no reasons that the health, safety or welfare of a
hold with a gay adult from being foster parents in the state. The
foster
child might be negatively impacted by living in a foster
the
against
lawsuit
the
brought
American Civil Liberties Union
home where there is a gay person present.
state in 1999, on behalf of three prospective foster parents.
+ The blanket exclusion can hurt children by excluding a pool
"Throughout this case, the state has relied on ugly stereo—
of
effective
foster parents.
the
system
care
foster
Arkansas
the
in
children
types to deny
"Throughout the trial we presented a variety of experts who
chance of having the widest possible pool of foster families avail—
able to them," said Rita Sklar, executive director of the ACLU of proved that the state‘s justification for this ban was nothing but
Arkansas. "We‘re very pleased that the court saw through these baseless myths about gay people," said Leslie Cooper, a staff
arguments and has recognized that gay and lesbian people can attorney with the ACLU‘s Lesbian and Gay Rights Project. "This
is a victory not only for gay families, but for the many children in
provide homes just as loving and stable as anyone else‘s."
In his findings, Circuit Court Judge Timothy Fox flatly reject— the Arkansas foster care system who now have a better shot at
ed many of the claims the state had made about gay and lesbian finding a good home."
After Arkansas‘s Child Welfare Agency Review Board estab—
people‘s suitability as parents. In his decision, Fox wrote:
lished
a policy in 1999, that "no person may serve as a foster par—
of
one
that
suggested
has
Bruner
"(Psychology pioneer) Jerome
the reasons people believe in our system of justice may be as ent if any adult member of that person‘s household is a homo—
simple as ‘our faith that confrontation is a good way to get to the sexual," the ACLU filed a lawsuit in state court challenging the
bottom of things.‘ The ‘confrontation‘ in this case has presented policy on behalf of three Arkansans who are challenging the ban:
+ William Wagner of Waldron, who works in an optical labora—
us all with an excellent opportunity to replace ignorance with
knowledge and to make an informed decision based on infor— tory. Wagner has been married for 31 years and has two adult
children. Although he is a married heterosexual, he is disquali—
mation as opposed to assumption."
fied from serving as a foster parent because his gay son some—
Among Judge Fox‘s findings of fact:
+ Being raised by gay parents doesn‘t increase the risks of times lives at home. Wagner and his wife hope to serve as fos—
ter parents because they already provide emergency shelter to
psychological, behavioral or academic problems for children.

« Children of lesbian and gay parents are just as well adjust—
ed as children of straight parents.

MEDICAL WARNING
CDC warns of rare disease among

See Arkansas court, page 47 |
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men who have sex with men
In October, 2004, the Centers for Disease Control issued a
statement warning health care providers to be on the lookout for a
rare disease among their male patients who have sex with men,
especially those who have been exposed to persons from Europe.
The disease is Lymphogranuloma venereum (LGV). Although
no cases of LGV had been reported in the U.S. at that time, the
CDC based its concerns on statistics, which showed that in the
Netherlands, which usually only has five reported cases a year
of LGV, there has been a substantial increase in reported cases,
with a total of 30 cases reported in 2003, and 62 reported
through September 2004.
However, in Dec. 2004, San Francisco public health officials
said they had detected the LGV in four cases, all gay men.:
LGV is caused by a strain of chlamydia and infects the lymph
glands in the genital area. It is spread by sexual contact, and can
infect both males and females.. The initial signs of an infection
include a small, painless pimple or lesion occurring on the penis
or vagina. The infection then spreads to the lymph nodes in the
groin area and then into the surrounding tissue. The symptoms
can appear as early as three days after exposure. As long as
there are active lesions, the infected individual can spread the
disease to their sexual partners.
LGV is treatable with antibiotics. The use of male or female
condoms, as well as carefully washing genitals after sexual rela—
tions, can prevent the spread of LGV.
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state where gay marriage is legal, had the lowest divorce rate.
Go figure!
HAVE YOU EVER
* If Hubon Sandridge‘s moaning, bitching and violating
election laws convinced people to vote for Tameka Hart as the
new school board member in District 7? Her 72 percent to 28
Mtte
percent margin of victory serves notice to incumbents in
upcoming political races not to rest on their laurels, or asses,
as the case may be.
;
* When local property taxes will increase? Probably next July.
Watch out for Bush‘s tax code reform efforts. Already there is talk ~
of eliminating the deductions for property taxes and the once —
again approved state/local sales taxes.
* Why the ship of state is listing so
* Did the poll watchers sent by the Crawford Cowboy to the
badly? Nine of the senior officers have Ukraine for the Dec.
26 presidential run—off election find any vot—
resigned (10 if you count former Secretary Treasur
er Paul ing irregularities? 1 don‘t recall any Ukrainians watchin
g the
O‘Neill, who resigned early in 2004). Even the interna
tional
Florida or Ohio polls. I guess the Texas gunslinger‘s holier—than—
waters helmsman resigned after only five months
as the thou attitude reflects his new moral values.
ambassador to the U.N. Likewise, NASA‘s helmsman to
the
* Why doesn‘t the government want you to smile when taking
planets resigned. The captain seems to be navigating
high a picture for photo ID purposes? Smiling can screw up
software
seas to recruit port or starboard crewmen to sail his sure
to be programs used to identify suspected terrorists.
_ stormy course.
* Why the Pentagon hushed up the charges by 150 Air Force
* Why many women don‘t enjoy sex as much as men?
Academy female cadets that they were assaulted by fellow male
Soon they can. A new drug patch, INTRINSA, treats
the cadets during the years 1993—20007?
f
lack of sexual desire in postmenopausal women.
Clinical
* If extending the tours of duty of 10,000 Gis in Iraq and send—
trials have proven it effective for regaining arousal
leading ing 1,500 new ones will guarantee free elections
on Jan. 307
© to orgasm. The patch delivers low doses of the male
hor— The Pentagon has once again broken its commitment
to many
mone testosterone. An FDA panel has recommended
fur— soldiers. At what physical and emotional cost to the
troops and
ther ‘study to ascertain if prolonged use may produc
e their loved ones? More than 135 more American families
—
. unwanted characteristics, such as body hair or deepen
ing mourned their loved ones killed in November, 2004, the
highest
of the voice. The so called "female Viagra" may give
new number of deaths in any month since the invasion
/occupation
meaning to the term "butch."
started. And the capture of Saddam Hussein just over a year ago
* Will the female members of the conservative Americ
an was suppose to break the back of the insurgency. Winning
the
Family Association and the Focus on the Family group
continue peace continues to have a very high price.
to boycott Cincinnati—based Proctor and Gamble once
Intrinsa
* Who said, "If I was a soldier overseas (without proper body
_ becomes available? P&G developed the drug. The
citizens of or vehicle armor), | would want to ask the same
question?" Our
Cincinnati, whose mayor was once Jerry Springer, voted
to Commander—in Chief, of course. Duh. After more than
two years
repeal a city charter amendment which discriminated against
of complaints, the Pentagon remains negligent and complacent.
gays. P&G contributed $40,000 to the campaign.
[
Half of all casualties (1,300 dead, 10,000 wounded) caused by
* What took Merck so long to remove Vioxx from the market?
roadside bombs and rocket—propelled grenade shrapnel may
_
Merck and the FDA knew in 2000, that the drug caused heart
have been prevented with adequate protective vests and armor
"_
attacks. Why didn‘t the FDA act?
plate. Yet the U.S. manufacturer of such armor is producing at
—
* Why do 11 states have laws allowing medical marijuana? only
50 percent capacity. Why hasn‘t more been ordered? Why
Sen. Steve Cohen intends to introduce a bill in the Tennessee is
the rider of the pale horse still SecDef?
legislature, which would legalize medical cannabis for patients
* Why are there more military recruiters on high school cam—
— whose doctors recommend it. The U.S. Supreme Court will
hear ‘puses? Because the school administration must
allow them if it
arguments regarding its use; a ruling is expected by June.
I accepts any "No Child Left Behind" funds.
know firsthand that medicinal use of marijuana helps prevent
* Does abstinence alone work? No! Dubya has authorized
nausea and reduces pain in AIDS patients. —
more than $100 million for abstinence—only programs in
sex $
* Why the U.S. Supreme Court decided not to hear a chal— educat
ion classes. Even the CDC admits that correct use of
, lenge to the Massachusetts Supreme Court‘s ruling to
allow condoms can prevent STDs and pregnancies.
What a won—
same—sex marriages? Because the Bay State court decision
derful world this would be if only George H.W. and Barbara
causes no harm. Seventeen states now ban gay marriage.
The had practiced abstinence or used condoms
50—some odd
Canadian Supreme Court recently ruled that same—sex mar—
years ago.
&
— riage was constitutional, thus allowing same—sex unions
According to the Human Rights Campaign, 11 people per
nationwide as soon as needed legislation is passed
by minute become infected with HIV/AIDS worldwide.
There are
Parliament, as expected.
'
40,000 new infections —each year in the U.S. Don‘t become a
* Why so many divorces are granted because of adultery health statisti
c. Condoms work. Use them! I know one irrespon:—
and/or irreconcilable differences? According to federal statistics, sible
23—year old adolescent who needs to heed this advice:
Arkansas, Kentucky and Mississippi had three of the highest before he
contracts a disease or impregnates his dates.
divorce rates in 2003. Apparently citizens of these Bible Belt
states do not take seriously the commandment, "Thou shalt not
(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
commit adultery." Yet, these same states passed constitutional this
column
_ amendments banning gay marriage. Massachusetts, the only of Family are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
& Friends Magazine or its staff.)
i
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An Open and Affirming Chu
rch
welcoming all the children of God

into a community offaith and Spirit!

We‘re in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship at 10:30 on Sunday mornings
|
www. firstcongo.com

"I didn‘t enjoy kissing the men any
more than | am {sure a gay guy would
®
p‘‘*y. I find if repulsive when a guy‘s
‘s
woman
‘enjoy licking a
(29
hut
— stubble is pressed against my lip." 19s"

gay maga—
Alexander star Colin Farrell to the San Diego

. zine Buzz, Nov. 25, 2004.

f

f

"My coming—outasa person was comp ely
nurtured by gay friends. They helped shape
my sensibility,and they haveremained a
| center of my life. Their intelligence,.
|humor and wit have always buoyed me.
‘| And besides, it‘s hard for straight guys ——
to befriends when you‘re notsleeping:
withthem." |.
|
to
don
Saran
___ — Actress Susan
___ OutMagazine, December issue.

stl.

AIDS in
~"The American government didn‘t do anything (about
wasn‘t,
Why
...
die.
f*****g
them
let
e,
peopl
gay
it‘s
If
—. the 1980s).
me
fills
just
It
..
— | out marching? What kind of person was | then?.
."
period
that
during
g
nothin
did
\_ — with despair. I‘m ashamed I
2004. —
— Elton John to London‘s Time Out, Nov. 17,

"They‘ve got to apologize to God because
they break God‘s law. Why must I
apologize to corruption? How can I do
that? I sing ‘fire burn for homosexuals‘
and sometime in some street I walk, I
see them and me no touch them. If I
don‘tlike what you‘re doing I don‘t .—
come there, if you don‘t like what. JJ
I‘m doing or what I say you don‘t come
{
4
where I‘m at."

"(G)ay people are my favorites ... Gay
people just know people that are
£,
talented. They just know. I‘m their
queen! This goes way back to theold
days. A lot of young peopledon‘t
+ know this.‘ In my hometown of San
Jamaican dancehall—music star
»
Francisco, there used to be this very
Sizzla refusing to apologize for *
tail man called The Empress, and every
lyrics such as "fire fi di man dem weh go ride
Halloween he would dressup asme as
man behind," which means "burn the man who
Dolly ... My son used tosay, ‘Doyou
ridesa man from behind," in a Nov. 25, 2004,
|
mother
your
know what it‘s like tosee
~ interview with the BBC‘s 1Xtra station.
on
out
go
I
when
tall
feet
seven
—
head?"
people do.
Halloween, in that red dress and the fan on top of your
and that‘s part of it. It‘s nobody‘s damn business what
s
everybody
Spring
of
out
Palm
the
noses
to
ng
damn
Channi
— Singer/Actress Carol
«If people would just keep their
Just treat
2004.
12,
start.
to
Nov.
place
Line,
good
a
Bottom
be
The
would
that
tion
gay publica
else‘s business,
‘
"
bitter?
everybody the same and shut up. ... Do I sound
m
Botto
The
ation
public
gay
s
Spring
— Roseanne to the Palm
highest are
"(Areas of the country where divorce rates are
.
2004.
Christians ‘Line, Nov. 12,
also frequently the areas where many conservative
voted
le,
examp
for
as,
get sup—
live. Kentucky, Mississippi and Arkans
"When you put a face to our issues, that‘s when we
mar—
gay
ban
to
ments
amend
al
tution
win— ||
start
we
until
box
overwhelmingly for consti
ballot
the
at
win
to
going
not
rates in 2003. ... port.We‘re
e
divorc
t
highes
the
of
j
three
«
had
they
But
pews."
riage.
and in the church
states: The ning at the water cooler
n |
Steve
or
direct
ions
nicat
The lowest divorce rates are largely in the blue
commu
ign
— Human Rights Campa
the lowest
2004.
Northeast and the upper Midwest. And the state with
9,
Dec.
Times,
York
New
Kerry, the — Fisher to The
divorce rate was Massachusetts, home to John
*,
Kennedys and same—sex marriage."
14, 2004.
— Columnist Pam Belluck, The New York Times, Nov.
_

always
"I have a brother and a sister who are gay. And they
always
They
g.
anythin
or
change
or
switch
were, they didn‘t
rights,
were like that. They were born like that. I‘m just for human
¢

"We need to educate the younger
generation of gay men because
many think that living with HIV is
a real doodle. They don‘t realize
that there‘s no cure; it‘s treatment
for life and the meds can have
horrible side—effects."
Gay actor Rupert Everett to the
British AIDS magazine Positive
Nation, November issue.

for the
Quotes compiled by Rex Woekner, who has reported news
200 gay ||
than
e
in.mor
ed
appear
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1985.
since
gay press
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publications. He has a B.A. in journalism from Drake Universi
the main— |
for
vely
extensi
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r
reporte
his career as a radio
t
stream media, as well.
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”NEW CLBT—owned clothing store opens (lll Bonner
Tadd Feazell,
a member
of
Memphis‘s
GLBT
community,
opened
doors ofCooper,
Lux Style,
ed at 906the South
Sept.locat—13.
ing alongclothing
quite establishment.
well for this contem—
porary
theandguys,for thea veryladiesmetrosex—
ual"For
look,
a ‘Sex
inwhen
the City‘askedlook,"toFeazell
said
describe
Lux‘speople
"styles."
"Lux
markets
togreat
who
want
to lookbe
and
stand
out
and
seenLuxinStyle
a crowd."
carries the follow—
Since then, things have been mov—,

ing brands: . Earl Jeans, Onglnal Penguin, Skeem candles,
Bellagio Jewelry, Pistol Pete, Jocko, Navigator, Johnny Max'
Sweetee and Bartack Denim.
"I attend markets in Las Vegas and New York for the lines,"
Feazell said.
Feazell, 34, brings a history of fashion retail to his store hav—
|
ing worked at The Limited Inc. and Goldsmith‘s—Macy‘s.
"I have been in retail my entire life and the time was right for
a
me to open my own store," he said.
Feazell also is community munded often helping to host A
Place at the Table and other benefit shows and parties to bene—
fit Friends For Life Corporation.
Lux Style is: open Monday through Saturday, 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. For more information, call (901) 726—
6600, fax (901) 323—8145 or email robertfeazell@hot-»
mail.com.

New adult store offers a

—

lot more than just videos
The
boutique,
megato theadultpublic
anticipated
muchopened
Mid—South‘s
TheAdult
Saturday,
its doors
Store,
Mega
Rose
— Dec. 18, 2004.at 4228 South Third Street in Memphis, The Rose
Located
sensual
ultimateto intimate
rs theclothing
Store offersFromMid—Southerne
Megaexperience.
Adult
Hustler—logo‘d
shopping
Store is
Adult Mega
The Rose
women,one—stop
mentheandarea‘s
apparel forto both
experience.
shopping
become
destined
The Rose
of clothing,
linesreleased
exclusive
additionStoreto carrying
___‘AdultIn Mega
and
videos
adult
latest
the
carries
also
novelties.
adult
and
fashions
heel
high
hottest
absolute
the
DVDs,
you step inside The RoseAdult Mega Store,
From the moment
this store is unlike any other adult store you‘ve ever

apparent
been in in the area. With bright lighting, great music and perhaps
the most knowledgeable and friendliest staff in any retail store in
town, The Rose Adult Mega Store carries everything you‘ll ever
need to indulge your wildest fantasies. If you‘re not into fantasies,
The Rose Adult Mega Store also carries plenty of items that can
be used as gifts for just about any adult occasion.
The Rose Adult Mega Store is being operated under the
watchful eye of M. Kay Mills, regional manager, no newcomer to
the adult entertainment industry in Memphis and the Mid—South.
~ For additional information, call the store at (901) 785—0400.

_IS'|'EI’I'ING TOWARD TOLERANCE
« Speak up when you hear slurs. Let people know that bias
speech is always unacceptable.
+ Think about how you appear to others. List personallty traits
— that are compatible with tolerance (e.g., compassion, curiosity,
openness). List those that seem incompatible with tolerance
(e.g., jealousy, bossiness, perfectionism).
« Imagine what your life might be like if you were a person of
another race, gender or sexual orientation. How might "today"
have been different?
Reprinted with permission from "101 Tools for Tolerance: Simple
~* Ideas for Promoting Equity and Celebrating Diversity," a publication of
WWW.TOLERANCE.ORG, A Project of the Southern Poverty Law
Center, 400 Washington Avenue, Montgomery, AL 36104. For more
information go online to www.tolerance.org and/or www.splcenter.org.

COOKING INSTRUCTlONS
Fry okra in flour and olive oil, then fry onion and add rest
of spices, yellow bell pepper, parsley, etc. Cook 1/2 hour
‘then add tomatoes and cook additional 1/2 hour. Add shrimp
water* and crabs. Cook until done to taste. Add shrimp last
5 minutes or so.
Servein large shallow soup bowl over fresh cooked rice.
*Shrimp water: After peeling shrimp, boil the peelings and
heads in 2 quarts water. Add water while boiling to maintain
2 quart level.
Eli Says:
This recipe was given to me by a nice gentleman named
Rick, back in the days when I was turning tricks for money
on the corner of Bourbon & St. Anne. He came up short on
my payment so he paid me with 80% of the cash he owed
me and his Grandma‘s Gumbo recipe. I think I came out way
ahead on the deal! Enjoy!
(Reprinted with permission from Gay Gourmet: The
Queer Cuisine of New Orleans, (c) 2003 by Trey Bienville.
For more information, go online to www.gaygourmet.org
January2005
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"Jump
to
Japan:
Discovering
Culture
through Popular Art," will
be presented at The
Children‘s Museum of
Memphis, 2525 Central
Avenue, Jan. 29 to May 8.
This exhibit introduces
visitors to Japanese cul—
ture through hands—on
activities based on the art
‘forms
of
animation,
manga (comics), wood:—
block prints and traditional
scrolls.
Japanese
animation
and manga are immensely
« popular among American
youth. "Pokemon" and "Yu—
_Gi—Oh!" are familiar animat—
ed television icons of Japanese pop culture influenced by traditiona
l
Japanese art.
"Jump to Japan" features three main exhibit areas that invite
visitors to explore the art forms featured inside. In Fantastic
Animation, kids explore feature film animation. Visitors discover
manga (Japanese comics) and anime (Japanese animation) in
Manga Mania. And children learn about woodblock printing and
scrolls in Artful Traditions.
"Jump to Japan" also invites kids to hop on the magical "Cat
Bus" from the film My Neighbor Totoro and visitors become a shop—
keeper or customer in a modern manga store and create their own

Series of books for children
has subtle GLBT themes
The just released Flying Free is a chil—
dren‘s book for every child. Written by
Jennifer C. Gregg with wonderful illustra—
tions by Janna Richards, Flying Free is
about a firefly that a little girl, who hap—
pens to have two moms, captures. The
story is about the firefly and not about the
two moms, which makes this story an
even better read. The two moms are just
a fact in the story and are illustrated
throughout as is the firefly that explains its
dilemma of being captured. Will the little
girl free the firefly? Read and find out.
&
‘Flying Free is suitable for children ages two to six and
is the
first book in Gregg‘s series, Community Kids.
Community Kids is an innovative picture book series for
chil—
dren of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender families,
and fami—
lies who wish to teach diversity and acceptance. There
are 22
books in the series, three of which will be published by
Dec. 2005.
For more information, go online to www.communitykid
s.biz.
To order the book online, go to www.booksurge.com.
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manga drawings and anima—
tion.Children take off their —
shoes and step into a tradi—
tional tatami (woven floor
cover) room for a tea party, .
try on kimono, yukata or
happi (traditional Japanese
clothing) and play the ancient
card game Karuta.
The Children‘s Museum
of
Memphis
is
open
Tuesday through Saturday,
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and
Sunday, from noon to 5 p.m.
Admission is $6 for children —
(ages one to 12) and seniors
(62+), and $7 for adults.
For more information,
call (901) 458—2678 or go
online to www.cmom.com.

The 6th Annual Memphis IMAX Film Festival, set for Jan. 14
to Feb. 21, at the Union Planters IMAX Theatre, located in the
Memphis Pink Palace Museum, 3050 Central Avenue, will fea—
tures six different films this year.
Adventures in Animations examines the creation of a virtual
actor; in MisAdventures in 3D, Professor Turcinovic and his
trusty robot, Max, explore how we see the world in three dimen—
sions; The Greatest Places takes the audience to some of the
most exotic places on the planet; in Journey into Amazing
Caves, experience the visually—stunning, subterranean world:;
Dolphins provides rare and close—up views into the world of
some of the most graceful and extraordinary creatures on earth,
and NASCAR: The IMAX Experience gives a behind —the scenes
look at NASCAR racing technology and stock—car racing.
Tickets for each film are $7.50 for adults; $7 for seniors and
$6 for children (ages three to 12). For more information
and
showtimes, call (901) 320—6362.
®
y
inig
|
Mus
»
Kids, adults join MSO for ‘Prism
On Sunday, Jan. 23, join the Memphis Symphony |
Orchestra for "Prism," which offers a musical journey
around the world, featuring musical experiences from
Celtic fiddling and bagpipes to world drumming. Key desti— —
nations include France, the British Isles, South America,
Africa and a triumphant returnto America. .
0
This show, set for both 1:15 and 2:30 p.m. at The
Cannon Center for Performing Arts in downtown
Memphis, will include special lighting, costumesand more
than 100 students from The Memphis University Suzuki
Strings Institute. .
L as
L.
W
Tickets are $12 for adults and $7 for children and are _
available by calling the Memphis Symphony Orchestra box
office at (901) 324—3627.
—
O
.
—
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Youth News in Brief
* Cooper Hills High School, in the Salt Lake City, Utah, sub—
urbs, created a new policy requiring students to get written per—
mission from their parents if they wanted to take a same—sex date
to a school dance. Students bringing a different—sex date to a
dance were not required to get any permission from their parents.
In December, Principal Tom Worlton rescinded the policy, fol—
lowing a four—day protest by a handful of Cooper Hills students
and after the American Civil Liberties Union became involved in
the situation.
* A high school in Webb City, Mo., punished a gay student
(Brad Mathewson, 16) for wearing T—shirts with gay pride mes—
sages and then banned him from wearing the shirts to school
again, even though antigay clothing and bumper stickers are
common among other students at the school. The ACLU filed a
federal lawsuit on the student‘s behalf.
The Associated Press reported on Dec. 10 that Mathewson
has now dropped out of school.
* The Texas Board of Education wouldn‘t approve new health
textbooks for high school and middle school students unless
major textbook publishers agreed to change the wording to explic—
itly define marriage as a union between a man and a woman.
* A state legislator in Alabama, Gerald Allen, introduced a bill
to prohibit the use of public funds for the purchase of school text—
books or library materials "that recognize or promote homosex—
uality as an acceptable lifestyle" and also would prohibit teach—
ers from distributing materials or hosting classroom speakers
Lambda Legal Youth PSA

who suggest homosexuality is acceptable.
The ACLU pointed out that such a ban, which they view as
"bad public policy, unconstitutional and just plain wrong" would
remove the works of celebrated authors, such as Herman
Melville, Tennessee Williams, Willa Cather, Alice Walker, Truman
See Youth News, nage 38

Youth should check out site
Young adults will find www/outpath.com an interesting visit.
Outpath is the sister page to the larger Outproud.org web—
page designed exclusively for teenage gay, lesbian, bisexual,
transgender and questioning individuals. Outpath is the name
assigned to the OutProud Coming Out Archives, which were cre—
ated to provide readers with the benefit of the experiences of
others who have found the right words on their own journeys to
coming out. The stories that make up the archives are personal
and document the lives of others, just like the reader.
The archives are contained in a database and are accessible
by designating a gender and/or age range and/or date of publi—
cation. An advanced search allows for more detailed searches,
including finding specific stories.
Readers who have come out, as well as relatives and friends
of those who have come out, are welcomed to add their own
story to the database.
www.lambdalegal.org

You have the right to be different.

You have the right to be who you are. You have the right to be out, safe & respected at school.
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— The Ryan White National Youth Conference on HIV and AIDS
(RWNYC), set for Feb. 19—21 in Nashville, Tenn., is the only
__ national conference dedicated to building HIV prevention and
advocacy skills of youth. Half of all Americans infected with HIV
each year are younger than 26 years old! Youth and youth advo—
cates must be armed with the best tools and techniques.
" RWNYC‘s Action Room is a vibrant, colorful and fun environ—
ment for youth who want to learn more about influencing public pol—
. icy by making art, developing slogans and messages, registering
to vote, sending letters to elected officials and talking up tactics to
build stronger, more effective advocacy campaigns at home.
___ The Positive Youth Institute, on Feb. 18, is the place to be for
_:HIV—positive young people. Facilitated by HIV—positive staff of the
National Association of People with AIDS (NAPWA), the Positive
Youth Institute is a day dedicated to building leadership and
advocacy skills for HIV—positive people, ages 13 to 25. And
there‘s no cost for any HIV—positive youth registered for the full
conference. Can you imagine how empowering it can be for
_ young people living with HIV to spend the day with more than 100
._! .of their peers, sharing successes and challenges and learning
— practical skills to increase their engagement in the movement?

}
I

NAPWA is committed to helping youth build skills necessary .—
to tell their stories both in the press and at public meetings. HIV—
negative youth want to talk with decision—makers about what
they need to remain uninfected. HIV—positive youth have valu— _
able lessons to share about what they need to stay safe and
healthy. That‘s why all RWNYC participants will be offered media
literacy training this year during a workshop session devoted
exclusively to increasing the public affairs skills of young people.
It‘s great to learn more about HIV prevention aimed at helping
youth stay safe and healthy. It‘s even better when you‘re surround—
ed by youth peer educators. And better still when you can talk with
HIV—positive youth to learn about what works and what doesn‘t. St
Join hundreds of youth and youth advocates from around the
country and across the globe, all dedicated to stopping the
spread of HIV andhelping those living with the disease.
For more information go online to www.napwa.org/nmnyc.index.html.

Youth

News
=

from page 36

Capote, James Baldwin and Gore Vidal, among others, from
Alabama‘s libraries.
—
}
* A school board in Pleasant Valley, Iowa, passed a policy that
prevents teachers from reading a book with a gay character
in j
class. A local teacher had read the book, The Misfits, to classes
in recent years in an effort to prevent name—calling in school.
For more information, go online to lambdalegal.org or
www.aclu.org.
(H
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It‘s been said that we are crazy at Prescott, because
of the stances we take and our proud tradition
of welcoming everyone, regardless of race, sexual,
or
political orientation. It‘s been said that Jesus was crazy
too and
we always try to do our very best to follow Him.
If you‘ve been looking for a church that‘s radically
different,
with an active mission to explore compassion, peace,
justice
and the love of Christ, come see what all the craziness
is about!

Whether you‘re buying or selling;
You want a name‘"you can trust»
A team you can ‘trust

| Mike Coleman affitiate Broker
(901) 201—1143
\

if

Jesus.

Shari WalkerAffiliate Broker
(901) 484—5448

(@)» Prudential

Collins—Maury, Inc. REALTORS®
644 West Poplar Avenue
| nervesomas
Collierville, TN 38017
— Bus 901 259—8500 Fax 901 259—8501
coleman@collins—maury.com ® walker@coltins—maury.com
Eee=: An independently owned and operated member of The Prudential Real Estate Affiliates
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Inc.

961 Getwell Road
near Park & Getwell
9:30 Sunday School 10:45 Worship
f
901—327—8479
www.prescottchurch.org
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only in this course) until they can get them to their vet or to an
emergency clinic. Of those who attended the course, most were
pet owners who simply wanted to be prepared. The structure of
the class was a combination of lecture/discussion, video clips and
hands—on practice with animal mannequins. A lot of material was
covered, with some of it being necessarily brief; however, the cost
of the course includes a book of pet first aid, which should serve
«as a valuable reference to have around the house. As any good
Boy or Girl Scout will tell you, above all else, BE PREPARED.
As | mentioned previously, the course and the book cover a —
great deal of material. It would take many months of vet columns
to go over all of it, and I‘m not going to try. Topics included emer—
Greetings fellow pet lovers of the Mid— gency
protocols (choking, emergency breathing, CPR and:
South. | recently had the opportunity to shock),
breathing difficulty, eye and ear problems, seizures, uri—
f
attend a "Pet First Aid" course held by the
nary
blockag
e, vomiting and diarrhea, fractured and broken:
American Red Cross. The instructors were really knowle
dgeable bones, heat stroke, strains and sprains, bruises,
abrasions and
and taught the course well. It was really comprehensiv
e, cover—
lacerations. This list is only a sampling; seriously, you should
ing a large variety of topics in the three and a half
hours that it take the course for complete coverag
e. | will, however, touch on —
lasted. The cost to participants was very reason
able, and the a few basic things that were emphas
ized that morning, which
U whole registration process was easy. I highly recom
mend anyone any pet owner needs to know.
_ who spends any amount of time with animals to try
and attend a
The first thing is to always have emergency numbers easily
future class; course offerings can be obtained by contact
ing the available, including your pet‘s veterinarian,
the emergency animal
local chapter of the American Red Gross at (901) 726—169
0.
clinic and poison control. There are several different animal poison
«/I have been a veterinary technician for more than nine
years control services; the one I keep on hand
is (800) 222—1222. If you
now, so the class served as mostly review for me.
However, contact poison control and are told to
induce vomiting, hydrogen
therewere a few things I was not aware of, so I did come
away , peroxide should do the trick. The dose
is one teaspoon per 10
better off for having attended it — not to mention my patient
s and pounds of body weight. However, never
induce vomiting without
. my pets will surely benefit.
first being instructed to, as some substances are better left to pass
_The primary aim of the course was to prepare individu
als to on through (such as acids and caustic
substances).
j
deal with emergency situations with their pets (cats and
dogs
Another preparation to make so you are ready to handle
f injuries or an emergency is to get your first aid kit stocked appro—
priately. Many of the items are identical to those found in a kit
intended for human use, such as gauze, tape, latex gloves,
hydrogen peroxide and alcohol. In addition, you should include
a few other pet—specific items. Perhaps the most important item
people seldom think of or do not believe that they really need is
a properly—sized muzzle.
Even though your pet may be the gentlest and best—behaved
one on the block, APET THAT IS IN PAIN MAY BITE OR SNAP,
REGARDLESS OF THEIR NORMAL DISPOSITION. When an
animal
is hurt, they will act differently than usual. Unfortunately,
Make your family complete
. I have witnessed a lot of owners come into the clinic with their _
generally good—natured dog that has been injured, and they
_ with a new best friend.
;
__ Many wonderful animals are abandoned each year.

meyareloolmgforalmewlmtheweendmderstendmg
that you can provide.
f
f
f

—. Bring a new friend into your family. You‘ll be surprised
the loyalty and love they‘ll bring into your life.
Meet with an adoption counselor today and discover
Memphis Shelby County Humane Society
2238 Central Ave — Memphis, TN 38104
— Hours: 11 am — 5 pm ~ M—S / 901—276—1753
Pet Waggin‘, mobile pet adoptionvan available for events,
festivals & gatherings. Call Lauren at 901—276—7770

were bitten while trying to help their pet. They
did not believe that
their sweet baby would ever hurt anyone, especi
ally themselves,

and they did not take proper precautions. Muzzle your pet prior

to treatment or transport ... got it?
f
Another thing to consider if you aren‘t convin
ced yet is this: |
Even if your animal does not bite you while
being handled, as

See, Passionate about Pets, page 41

Because Every Cat
Needs A Home!
The House of Mews
944 South Cooper
Memphis, TN. 38104
(901) 272—3777
Houseofmew@aol.com

Passionate about Pets
from page 40

soon as you arrive at the clinic someone will access the pet‘s
condition. Often we are called on to help get larger dogs into the
hospital, as well. We are able to do our job safer if we are not try—
ing to restrain the head. So please, for your sake and ours, muz—
zle your pet. (Okay, hopping off my soapbox now ...)
There are a few other items to keep in the pet first aid kit, as
well. Nail clippers may be warranted with a broken nail. A leash is
good to have on hand so that you have easy access to one dur—
ing an emergency. Finally, make sure that you have a rectal ther—
mometer and some lube. I don‘t recommend an ear thermometer
— I‘ve tried using them and have never gotten very accurate
results. I think this is probably due to the structure of the animal
ear as opposed to the human ear, so just use the rectal one. Try
to leave it in for at least 90 seconds. The normal body tempera—
ture of a dog or cat is between 100.5—102.5 Fahrenheit.
One other preparation you can make is to become familiar
with your pet(s). Without even thinking about it, you probably
already know what is normal for them, so trust your instincts. If

something does not seem right to you, it probably isn‘t. Many

conditions are caught early because the owner recognized that
"something just isn‘t right." Any acute behavior changes are
important, as well as changes that appear more gradual. You
know your pet better than anyone, the veterinarian included. It is
far better to bring Fluffy in to find out there isn‘t anything wrong,
than to not and discover later that it was something serious. If you
aren‘t sure whether a trip to the vet is warranted, call them. Your
pet‘s health depends not only on good medical care at the clinic,
but also on good monitoring by you, the owner. BE PREPARED.
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When

They

Can‘t
I am a same—gender—loving

Go

With

artist. Ask me about the
Wednesday Night Gatherings
at 28 N. Claybrook, 2nd floor

We love them when you
have to leave them.
Pet Care for All Your Pets.
Care for Dogs, Cats,
Fish, Ferrets...
Dog walking services also
available for those who work
long hours during the day.
Elleen Castine
901—725—9216
Member ofPet Sitters International
Bonded and Insured
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ABnUT Town things to do ‘round town
GPAC to host concert January 13
On Thursday, Jan. 13, at 7:30 p.m., double bassist and three—time
Grammy winner Edgar Meyer and mandolin prodigy and two—time
Grammy winner Chris Thile of Nickel Creek will be in concert at the
Germantown Performing Arts Centre, 1801 Exeter Drive,. in
Germantown. Tickets are $41 each and are available by calling (901)
— 767—7256 or (901) 751—7510, or online at ww»w.neweratickets.com.
Sierra Club plans monthly meet
~ The Chickasaw Group Sierra Club monthly meeting will be
held Tuesday, Jan. 18, from 6 to 8 p.m. at Cafe Francisco, 400
North Main, in downtown Memphis. Sierra Club members,
activists and friends are invited to meet in a casual setting to talk
© about issues and interests. For more information, call Jill —
Johnston at (901) 278—2713.
;

learls 00mm) set at Buckman
The quintessential French quintet, Paris Combo, which has
captured the spirit of The Hot Club de France, and distilled it into
something unique and contemporary, will be at The Buckman
Performing and Fine Arts Center, located at 60 Perkins
Extended at Walnut Grove Road, on Sunday, Jan. 16, at 3 p.m.
Fronted by the sensational chanteuse Belle du Berry, Paris
Combo is a retro—cabaret celebration of Paris, reflecting theinflu—
ences of blues, swing, Gypsy, Flamenco and North ‘African
music. Tickets are $20 each and can be reserved by calling
(901) 537—1483 or (901) 537—1486. This is an Arts Access event.
_ A performance by the Cashore Marionettes, set for Saturday,
Feb. 5, at 3 and 8 p.m. at The Buckman Performing and Fine
Arts Center, located at 60 Perkins Extended at Walnut Grove
Road, is a celebration of life. The Cashore Marionettes are
unmatched in artistry, grace andrefinement of movement. The
moving and often humorous performances portray scenes from
everyday life. Tickets, which are $17 each, are available by call:
ing (901) 537— 1483 or (901) 537— 1486

Integrity to hﬂSl‘ﬂﬂlllli Greenstein |

Rabbi Micah Greenstein will be the featured speaker at
Integrity Memphis‘s next meeting on Tuesday, Jan. 18, at 7:30
p.m., at Calvary Episcopal Church, located at Second and —
Adams. Rabbi Greenstein, known for his warmth and thought—
provoking sermons, will talk about homosexuality in the Jewish
community. All are welcome to attend this Integrity program.
WKNO Travel Auction slated
The Hilton/WKNO Travel Auction is set to be aired live on
Channel 10 on Sunday, Jan. 30, from 6 to 11 p.m. Hosted by FM—
100‘s Tom Prestigiacomo. and Anne Wallace—Crighton, trips,
large and small, regional and international, will be up for bid to.. —
raise funds for Memphis‘spublic broadcasting station. For more
information go online to www.wkno.org for a complete listing of
all auction items and bidding instructions.
Ballet Memphis to honor Dr. King
Ballet Memphis will offer up a performance dedicated to
Martin Luther King Jr. on Saturday, Jan. 15, at 8 p.m. and
Sunday, Jan. 16, at 2 p.m. at The Orpheum Theatre, 203 South
Main. This performance will include live music by Kate Campbell ©
and the soulful sounds of the STAX Music Academy
Streetcorner Harmonies. Tickets, which range from $15 to $60
each, are available by calling the Ballet Memphis Box Office at
(901) 737—7322. This is an Arts Access event.

SPEAK YOUR MIND

—_—I‘ma
Black SGL —
minister ...

Women are invited to a monthly Lesbian Social Night held at
‘the Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center, 892 South
Cooper, on Wednesday, Jan. 19, at 6:30 p.m. For more informa—
tion, email Heidi at strangefire1@aol.com. _
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Care
of Busmess
Since 1985!" —

"Taking
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TOTAL HAIR CARE

* FUDGE + NIOXIN + PAUL MITCHELL « RUSK + SEBASTIAN

Night .
Gatherings
at 28 North
.Claybrook,
2nd floor,
7 p.m.

901.331.3579

+

Dare to be Different!
MON 9—6 + TUE—FRI 9—7 + SAT 9.3
* 19 N. COOPER — 725.0532 1 + MEMPHIS, TN
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BARS & CLUBS

AREA RESTAURANTS

1.

Backstreet Memphis
2018 Court Street
(901) 276—5522

9.

2.

Crossroads
1278 Jefferson
(901) 276—8078

10. One More
4 2117 Peabody

3.

Crossroads 2
111 North Claybrook
(901) 276—1882

11. The Pumping Station
1382 Poplar Avenue
(901) 272—7600

4.

J—Wags
1268 Madison Avenue
(901) 725—1909

12. Paragon
2865 Walnut Grove Rd.
2
(901) 320—0026
z
13. Printer‘s Alley
322 S. Cleveland
(901) 725—9809

The Jungle
1474 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—0521
Lorenz/Aftershock
1528 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—8272

7.

Madison Flame
1588 Madison Avenue
(901) 278—0569

8.

Metro Memphis
1349 Autumn Street
(901) 274—8010

Melange
948 S. Cooper
(901) 276—0002

Pie In The Sky Pizza
2149 Young Avenue
(901) 276—74937

The Brushmark
1934 Poplar (in the Brooks)
(901) 544—6225

Molly‘s La Casita
2006 Madison Avenue
(901) 726—1873

Audrey Rose Cafe
2670 Union Extended
Suite 100

Buns On The Run
2150 Elzey Avenue
(901) 278—BUNS

One More Bar & Grill
2117 P
(901) 278—MORE

Cafe Ole
2127 Young Avenue
(901) 274—1504
a
Cafe Society
212 N. Evergreen
(901) 7222177

Barksdale Restaurant
237 South Cooper
(901) 722—2193
Young Avenue Delii
2119 Young Avenue
(901) 278—0034

_ Grill ‘n‘ Bar
326 S. Cleveland
(901) 725—9809

INZ & OUTZ Cards & Gifts
553 South Cooper
(901) 728—6535

A Circuit Playhouse
1705 Poplar Avenue
(901) 726—4656

y. FAMILY FLAVORS
18 North McLean @ Madison
(901) 725—0313

StestoMy
+717 N. Whitestation
% (901) 685—5404
+87 S. Second Street
) (901) 522—0011
RP Tracks
3547 Walker Street
901) 327—1471
$90
soGo
1255 Goodman Road
Hom Lake, MS
(662) 349—6565

Zinnie‘s East
1718 Madison Avenue
(901) 274—7101

C Malco‘s Studio on the Square
2105 Court Avenue
Movie Hotline: (901) 681—2020

B Emerald Theatre Company D Playhouse on the Square
2085 Monroe Avenue
51 South Cooper
(901) 722—9302
(901) 726—4656

N. CLEVELAND ST.

MILLINGTON Ap.

6.

Bogie‘s Delicatessen
2098 LaSalle Place
(901) 272—0022
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Allusions (inset)
3204 North Thomas
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The Orpheum
203 South Main Street
(901) 525—3000
Theatre Memphis
630 Perkins Extended
(901) 682—8323
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BUCKLEY‘S FINE FILET GRILL
Downtown

Before we say what will likely be said
in this article, it‘s probably best to have a
few words in defense of Buckley‘s. Our
group dined at this fine establishment the
night of our deadline, not but a precious
hour or so before the place was set to
close. With these factors to contend with,
one could understand any failings in the
performance of staff or product. That
said, on with the review.
Upon entering Buckley‘s you will spot
in this atmospherically lit place a bar,
dark yet welcoming. If you care to be
seated, you will be led through rooms
warm and homey, provided, of course,
that your home has been furnished by
some English gentleman who is going for
a Southern feel in his spacious flat, which
gives the place a somewhat "classic"
feel. In all, the feel and look of this restau—
rant would lead one to have high expec—
tations for the meal.
And about that meal ...
If one were in the habit of comparing a
meal to something of a date (which none
of our company would normally do, mind

you, but if we were) this would be one of
those dates you really wouldn‘t recall
after a week. It‘s not that you would try to
forget, or that you‘d recall and just pre—
tend not to remember in hopes that the
person would stop leaving desperate
messages on your machine. No, this is
the type of meal that you would forget
merely for the fact that there was nothing
really memorable about it.
We started with an artichoke dip. It
was definitely artichoke dip. It had arti—
chokes, some garlic, maybe a hint of
Parmesan cheese. It was really very
creamy, but that‘s about it. It failed, like
most of the meal, to distinguish itself.
The stuffed mushrooms, which fol—
lowed, were somewhat better. They had
obviously soaked for an indiscriminate
amount of time in some sort of sauce and
been stuffed with something of a stuffing—
like substance. They were edible to the
n‘th degree, provided "n" does not stand
for any number greater than eight.
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40 West Huling (901) 521—0907

See Buckley‘s, nage 46

ob‘s
arksdale
RESTAURANT
OPEN TO SERVE YOU
Monday—Friday, 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Saturday—Sunday, 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.
327
237 South Cooper
(901) 722—2193

2670 Union Ext.
Suite 100
(ground floor of the
Lippscomb—Pitts Bldg.)
Memphis, TN 38112

Breakfast,
Lunch &
Catering
Monday—Friday
(901) 323—1196

TRACK S$
restaurant and bar
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e
mme
p
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i
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1471

2
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2150 Elzey Ave. east of Cooper
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Buckley‘s
from page 45

At this point we were glad to usher in our entrees. We would
have cheered, but some of us were too dejected from our New
Year‘s resolution to stave off spirits that we could not raise
our
own. But, that‘s okay, because we would have been mildly
dis—
appointed if we had. Everything was expertly grilled but
that‘s
really where our compliments end. The salmon fillet was
grilled
to the point of being dry. The chicken and pasta left us
thinking
that the meat would have been better placed on a stick
(Kabob
anyone?) than atop noodles that were void of any
noticeable
characteristic other than that they were wet. The steak
wasn‘t
bad but we couldn‘t judge much as the member of our party
had
ordered it well done; all that can be said is that it wasn‘t
dry. Our
sides included some briny potatoes and, the best part
of the
meal, the creamed spinach, which even the spinach haters
in
our midst found ever so palatable. Yes, we can recomme
nd the
creamed spinach!
After having our all with the entree (through we really hadn‘t
the heart to take the rest home with us), we moved on
to the
dessert. We tried it all: Cow Chip, Bessie, Milkshake and
apple
pie. The Cow Chip, a chocolate chip brownie lost under
a pile of
ice cream was quite flavorful, even if you had to chip at it to
get
at it. The Bessie, a pie—like concoction of white and dark choco—
lates, was more than decent as it slowly disappeared from
the
plate with its butterscotch appeal. The apple pie also excelled,
oh sweet glory that is pie ... I shall say no more as it would like—
ly embarrass me and whoever would be unfortunate enough
to
read it. Lastly, the milkshake, it wasn‘t bad, however, one would
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have to drink the
entire
thing
before the liquor
in it would allow
you to fully enjoy
another. Alas, we
can recommend
that you order a
dessert to go with
that
creamed
i
|

Buckley‘s Fine Filet Grill
117 Union Avenue at Second St.
(901) 578—9001

Price/Cost: Dinner, $20—$30
Dining Style: Casual
Cuisine: Steakhouse
Service: Excellemt
Quality of Food: Very average
Hours: Lunch: Mon—Fri, 11 a.m.

Sp'gafi'k ley s
2 p.m.; Dinner: Sun—Thurs,
according to their
4—9 p.m., Fri & Sat, 4—10
website
at
p.m.
www. buck—
Liquor: Full bar/Dessert wine list
leysgrill.com, was k Other: Carry—out

voted
by
—
Memphis Magazine‘s Reader‘s Poll 2nd place for Best Steak
every year from 1999 through 2003. It‘s amazing how much
things can change for the worse, we were still a Blue State in
‘98. In all, an experience that, though ended well, was less than
memorable. A pleasant end cannot cover a bland meal. As I
search my lexicon for a word that I can use to be complimenta—
ry of the experience I can find only one that truly fits — "decent."
It was decent, it did not try too hard as that might have been a
strain, so it was decent.

(This is an opinion/editorial piece. The views expressed in
this column are those of the writer and are not necessarily those
of Family & Friends Magazine or its staff.)

Arkansas court

Looking for a back issue? .
Call (901) 682—2669

from page 27
teens who have been physically abused and kicked out of their
homes for being lesbian or gay and would like to be available to
take care of teens in the foster care system.
*+ Matthew Lee Howard, a teacher who lives with his partner
Craig Stoopes, a librarian, in Little Rock. The couple has been in
a committed relationship for 19 years; is presently raising two
children, and hopes to serve as foster parents.
+ Anne Shelley of Fayetteville is a community organizer for
various non—profit organizations and would like to serve as a fos—
ter parent. She is prevented from doing so under Arkansas law
because she is a lesbian.
The state of Arkansas plans to appeal the court‘s ruling.
The
decision
can
be
read
online
at
www.aclu.org/LesbianGayRights/LesbianGayRights.ctm?ID=17
242&C=104.

TENNESSEE PISABILITY INFORMATION &
REFERRAL OFFICE
(E).

John E. Kennedy Center, Vanderbilt University

Phone:

(615) 322—8529 (Voice) » (800) 640—INFO (4636)
(615) 343—2958 (TDD) » (800) 273—9595 (TDD)
E—mail:
carole.
Website: http:/www.vanderbilt.edu/kennedy/findse.html
This office provides information about disability supports and
community services available to individuals, families, and agencies in TN.

_ Full—Service Restaurants
—

East * 717 N. White Station (901) 685—5404

_ Downtown * 87 S. Second St. (901) 522—0011

| __

— West Memphis « 3600 E. Broadway (870) 735—6466 —
Quick—Serve Restaurant
| East » 2841 S. Perkins Road (901) 363—8118

Midtown Memphis, TN 38104
—

(901) 272—0022
Having a Party?
Call us!

y

sHeadgr-QQ

We‘ve got the BEST

Lemon Bars in town

Party Trays & Catering
Available
Voted #1 Deli by
featurmg Boar‘s Head Memphis Magazine
meats & cheeses and The Memphis Flyer
7 am to 6 pm
Monday—Friday
8 am to 3 pm Saturday—
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When two proper London housewives decide to rent a villa in
Italy for a holiday away from their bleak marriages, they recruit
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they
rediscover laughter, learn new truths about themselves and find
Just the romance they need, though perhaps not the romance
we — or they — expect to find.
two other, very different English women as well. There
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AUDITION NOTICES
THEATRE MEMPHIS: Bee—Luther Hatchie & Bus Stop
Playhouse on the Square, 51 South
Theatre Memphis, 630 Perkins Extended, will hold auditions
Cooper, will present Humble Boy Jan. 28 to
for
two shows, Bee—Luther Hatchie and Bus Stop on Sunday,
Feb. 27. Charlotte Jones‘ Hamlet—inspired
Jan.
16, at 6 p.m. and on Monday, Jan. 17, at 7 p.m.
comedy tells the story of Felix Humble, a
Bee Luther Hatchie, written by Thomas Gibbons and directed
lecturer and theorist at Cambridge
University, who returns to his demanding by Kell Christie, will be staged April 8 to 23. Shelita Burns pub—
lishes Bee Luther—Hatchee, about the life of Libby Price, a reclu—
mother‘s homefor the funeral of his father.
Showtimes for Humble Boy are Thursdays sive 72—year—old woman she has never met. When the book wins
through Saturdays at 8 p.m., and Sundays a prestigious award, Burns decides to hand deliver a copy of the
| at 2 p.m. Tickets are $28 for adults; $20 for seniors;$16 for students book to Price.
and military personnel, and $12 for children. The Pay—What—You—
The roles in Bee—Luther Hatchie being cast include two
Can Performance is set for Wednesday, Feb. 2, at 8 p.m. For more African—American
women, ages 20—50; one white woman, age
information, go online to www.playhouseonthesquare.org or call
20—40, and two white men, ages 30—45.
(901) 726—4656. This is an Arts Access event.
Bus Stop, written by William Inge and directed by Tony Isbell, runs
April
29 to May 15. This classic American drama revolves around a
FLOYD COLLINS
group of bus passengers stranded in a 1950s Kansas roadside diner
during a snowstorm. A couple of cowboys, an abducted nightclub
Floyd Collins, based on the true story of
singer,
an aging alcoholic professor, the bus driver, the town sheriff
"America‘s Greatest Cave Explorer," will be
and
two
waitresses make up this unusual ensemble.
staged for The Circuit Playhouse, 1705
The roles in Bus Stop being cast include three females and
Poplar Avenue, Jan. 14 to Feb. 13. The cast
includes Michael Ingersoll, Dave Landis, five males, ages 20 and older. Sign up for both auditions is 30
Leah Bray Nichols, Andrew Weir, Megan minutes before start time. Scripts are available for checkout from
Bowers, Evan Linder and Zak Risinger. the Theatre Memphis Box Office; there is a three—day limit on
Showtimes
are Thursdays — through scripts and a $10 cash deposit required.
A
_ Saturdays at 8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m.
For more information, call Elizabeth Perkins, Theatre
(| Tickets are $24 for adults; $20 for seniors; $16 forstudents and mil— Memphis stage manager, at (901) 682—8601
.
itary personnel, and $12 for children. The Pay—What You—Can— PLAYHOUSE ON THE SQUARE
: Beauty and the Beast
(| Performance is set for Thursday, Jan. 20, at 8 p.m. For more infor—
Playhouse on the Square (POTS), located at 51 South
mation, go online to www.playhouseonthesquare.org or call (901) Cooper, will hold
auditions for Disney‘s Beauty and the Beast,
726—4656. This is an Arts Access event.
l
/ set for June 24 to July 24, on Saturday, Jan. 15, at 1 p.m.
Disney‘s Beauty and the Beast, with lyrics by Howard Ashman
and Tim Rice; music by Alan Menken, and book by Linda
Woolverton, will be directed by Chicago guest artist Scott
The Memory of Water, set for Jan. 7 to
Ferguson (Bat Boy: The Musical, Jekyll & Hyde). Embrace the
30, at TheatreWorks, 2085 Monroe Avenue,
magic and follow the adventures of Belle, a strong—willed young
takes place in contemporary England.
woman, who tries to break the spell that turned a handsome
Three sisters are reunited after their moth—
prince
into a beast.
er‘s death to arrange the funeral together
Needed are men and women, ages 18 and up, and one boy, age
but find themselves instantly involved in the
most absurd arguments and dramas fueled nine to 14. Those auditioning need to prepare 32 bars of two Broadway
o
__ by misunderstandings, jealousies, and obvi— musical songs, and bring a headshot and resume,if possible.
ous bereavement. The New York Times commented that The
For more information, contact Courtney Oliver at (901) 725—
Memory of Water "has a raw spontaneity that captures perfectly the 0776 or via email at courtney@playhouseonthesqua
re.org.
idea of what normal people do in abnormal times." Showtimes for OUR OWN VOICE: imagination one
The Memory of Water are Thursdays through Saturdays at 8 p.m.,
Our Own Voice Theatre Troupe will hold auditions for imagina—
(| and Sunday, Jan. 9, at 2 p.m. Tickets are $19 each. The Pay—What—
tion, one, written and directed by Sarah Rushakoff, on Saturday,
You—Can—Performance is set for Thursday, Jan. 13, at 8 p.m. For Jan. 8, from
3 to 5 p.m., at TheatreWorks, 2085 Monroe.
more information, go online to www.playhouseonthesquare.org or
No experience is necessary, just bring your imagination and —
tall (901) 726—4656. This is an Arts Access event.
good attitude and get ready to play! People of all ages—are
encouraged to participate.
tts
If you can‘t make it to the audition but are interested in par—
Simon Moore‘s stage adaptation of Stephen ticipating, email ourownvoice@yahoo.com.
HUMBLE BOY

,

King‘s horror classic, Misery, will be on stageat
the Germantown Community Theatre Jan. 14—
30. Starring Greg Boller and Emily Peckham,
_ tickets to Misery are $16 for adults and $14 for
seniors and students. For tickets, call the GIC,
located at 3037 Forest Hill—lrene in
Germantown, at (901) 754—2680, or visit
www.germantowncommunitytheatre.org. —

WHAT IS AN ARTS ACCESS EVENT
An Arts Access Event is one that sets aside free tickets, on a first
come, first—served basis, for TennCare patients, Church Health
Center patients and Food Stamp recipients. Contact the event box
office, or other contact as provided in the story, for details on how to
obtain the free tickets since each venue may distribute differently.
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National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness Day set February 7 /

Feb. 7 will be the fourth annual observance of National Black third (38 percent) of the nation‘s AIDS cases. CDC : _. J
HIV/AIDS Awareness & Information Day (NBHAAD). This figures also show that in 2002, AIDS was the leading cause of
national mobilization effort is designed to encourage African— death for African—Americans between the ages of 25 and 44; and
Americans across the United States and territorial areas to "get : ‘in the same year, African—Americans accounted for more than half
educated, get tested and get involved" with HIV/AIDS, as it con— (54 percent) of estimated new HIV infections in the United States.
tinues to devastate Black communities. Special events, such as
"Statistics show that African—Americans have been dispropor—
free HIV/AIDS testing, prayer breakfasts, townhall meetings and tionately affected by HIV/AIDS since the epidemic‘s beglnmng,”
memorial services, will be held throughout the country.:
said Dr. John Robertson, executive director of. Natlonal Black:
While NBHAAD is a nationwide movement, organizers are Alcoholism and Addictions Council, one of thefour NBHAAD:
focusing efforts in 16 targeted cities where HIV/AIDS prevalence sponsoring organizations. "If we increase the dialogue and get:
is most high. These cities include, Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, everyone involved, we will be able to galvanize our communities
Detroit, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New Orleans, New York to take action and stop the spread of HIV/AIDS.
J
Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.
While African—Americans represent approximately 12 percent
of the U.S. population, the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) reports that the group accounts for more than a
HIV/AIDS TESTING SITES & INFORMATION
Friends For Life & The Positive Living Center _
1384 Madison Avenue / 28 North Claybrook
Call Friends For Life for dates and times
FREE OraSure + appointments may be required
For more information, call (901) 272—0855
Memphis & Shelby County Health Department .
814 Jefferson Avenue, Room 221 + 7:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Monday—Friday + Testing conducted on teens, ages 13 and
up, without parental consent. HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 544—6808
Memphis Regional Planned Parenthood
1407 Union Avenue, Third Floor « 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday
to Thursday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Fridays » FREE OraSure
testing for ages 13—24, over age 24: $35 blood test,
$40 OraSure «For more information, call (901) 725—1717
New Directions Inc.
4466 Elvis Presley, Suite 310 « 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
to Friday « Appointments required « HIV Test Cost: FREE
For more information, call (901) 346—5497
The Shot Nurse
4646 Poplar/So. Perkins « 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday—Friday,
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Wednesdays « There is a charge for an
HIV test « For more information, call (901) 685—9999
Medical Testing Resources Inc.
4322 American Way « 9 am to 4:30 pm Monday—Friday
OraQuick 20—minute HIV test « Confidential
Cost: $70 to $90 « ages 13 and up
For more information, call (901) 795—5905
50
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"NBHAAD is honored to have several community leaders and.
celebrities lend their name and time to serve as spokespeople

in}
for this important day," Robertson added. "We are currently. pro— | £3!

ducing public service announcements W|th several to be aired in
ers
advance of Feb. 7."
I ford
— Among the confirmed spokespersons to date gospel recordlngf
artist Vanessa Bell Armstrong; U.S: Congressman Elijah E. | anc
Cummings, chair of the Congressional Black Caucus; Roland Re:

\ Martin, nationally—syndicated columnist and author of: Speak, ICC
Brother, U.S. Congressman Kendrick P. Meek, andrap artist Nelly.
_
For more information, go onllne to www.blackaidsday.org or.I
‘call (877) 867—1446."

|

observed locally
Locally, the following events are planned to

NBHAAD to be

(| a stf

reCOgnlze abo
National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness & Information Day 2005:
AD!
* At press time, Friends For Life was working on a poetry slam,1 | bas
co—organized by Senior HIV Education Specialist Ernest Donelson.
C
However, no details have been confirmed. For more |nformat|on,; con

call (901) 767—0670 or email edonelsonii@yahoo.com..
"|
+ Exodus also will hold events for this day. At presstime, details|
were not confirmed. For more information, call (901) 274—1024. _
* Steve Conn, president of Medical Testing Resources, during |
the week preceding National Black HIV/AIDS Awareness &|
Information Day 2005, Jan. 31 to Feb. 6, will be speaking to con—
gregations of eight African—American churches in Memphis of
_raise awareness of HIV in the black community and how the dis—
ease can be prevented. Meetings are open to the public and a
schedule can ‘be requested by calllng Medical Testln

Resources at (901) 795—5905.
_|
Also, from Jan. 31 to Feb. 6, Medical Testing Resources will off"
a two—for—one cost for OraQuick ADVANCE Rapid HIV—1/2 Antrbodv‘
Tests, a 20—minute saliva—based HIV test. The clinic is located f
4322 American Way and hours of operation are Monday to Friday,
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. For more information, call (901) 795—5905.
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Test

20—MINUTE IMMEDIATE RE
SULT
—FDA approved, confid ential HIV testing in a privates
ettin g with counseling
so
.
and support at your fingertips.
901—795—5905

Office open M—F, 9 am to 4:30 pm. Evening appointments available.
Medical Testing Resources
4322 American Way, Memphis

Five all—time dumbest lines:
"L absolutely know my partner‘s sexual history"
"Condoms are foolproof"
"Forthe last couple of years I‘ve been careful"
"I can‘t have HIV, I feel fine"
"Testing is too much hassle. I‘d rather not know"

Ford Motor Company tak
4; and
es lead in AIDS epidemic
an half.
In December 2004, Ford Motor Company became the first
"The collaboration between ICCR investors and Ford has
States. automaker in the world to release details of how
the HIV/AIDS — borne fruit," Gaido said. "This is not check—
book corporate
ropor—
epidemic is effecting the corporation: under terms of the Global . responsi
bility. This is a comprehensive response to HIV inte—
ining."
Reporting Initiative.
|
:
grated into the core business functions of the company.
Black:
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is a multi—stakeholder
"Ford is doing the right thing for its employees and their
HAAD (| process and independent institution whose mission is
to develop and
shareholders," Gaido continued. "You can‘t build high—quality
ad get| disseminate globally—applicable Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines.
cars and trucks with sick employees, with vacancies, with high—
initiesIP
‘"To date, HIV/AIDS has not,had a detectable ecoromic er
productivity costs and with all the negative impacts which HIV
u
impact on the company overall," said Dr. Greg Stone, Ford
Motor has on a factory and a company."
rs and
Company director of occupational health and safety. "We believe
The Ford HIV/AIDS report evaluates the company‘s program
eople | (in) taking a proactive approach to the pandemic ...
As history using 16 GRI indices, including risk management,
contingency
y pro— | has shown, Ford Motor Company has for decades
taken a lead— planning, performance, prevalence and incidence
rates, current
ired in | ership role in pioneering health and safety initiatives
for its work— and future costs and losses and stakeholder involve
ment.
:
force and for the communities in which we operate."
Ford Motor Company began its fight to

OLQiFIJEg
a

Mary Ann Gaido, vice president of St. Joseph Health System
and a board member at the Interfaith Center on Corporate
Responsibility (ICCR), applauded Ford‘s report. Members of
ICCR worked with Ford to encourage the expanded effort.
Mo

In the December 2004, issue of Family & Friends magazine,
a story entitled "Finally, confidential HIV testing," ran on page 45,
ognize| about. Medical Testing Resources Inc. offering the OraQuick
105; (| ADVANCE Rapid HIV—1/2 Antibody Test, a 20—minute oral fluid—
slam;|. based HIV test.
'

elson.
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Steve Conn, president of Medical Testing Resources inc.,

combat HIV/AIDS and
build awareness about the disease in 1999, when the compan
y
launched its first educational program at the Ford assembly facil—
ity in Pretoria, South Africa.
"Our efforts to address HIV/AIDS in South Africa provided the
company with a blueprint that includes confidential HIV/AIDS
testing, education and counseling, easier access to anti—retrovi—
ral drugs, adopting culturally—sensitive practices, working with
suppliers on similar programs and annually reporting on our
progress," Stone said. "These are the services we are initiatin
g
at our facilities in high—priority locations, starting with basic
employee education."
Ford is expanding it‘s corporation‘s HIV/AIDS program to

contacted Family & Friends magazine to be
sure that the read—
ers understood the degree of confidentiality of HIV testing
done
at his clinic..
"Individuals seeking an OraSure ADVANCE test at Medical

Testing Resources (MTR) will not be asked or required to give
personal data before the test begins," Conn said. "and if negative,
they may leave with no information being left or retained. The
only time we are required to provide personal information to
the

health department is in the event of a reactive or positive
result.
"Specifically, MTR must report an in—office reactive result
to
the health department where it will be ‘in confidence‘ pending
the
confirmatory lab result via Western Blot (a second test to confirm
the validity of the Orasure ADVANCE positive result),"
he con—

cluded. "If positive, the confirmatory lab result must be
reported,
again by MTR, to the health department."
For more information about MTR, call (901) 795—5905 or
SCMedTest@aol.com..
_

The first
cup‘s

can attend January 10 & 24 from 6 to 8 p.m
For locationand information, call (801) 272—0855
Funded in part by the Mid—South AIDS Fund
JANUARY 2005
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, The Queer Encyclopedia of Music, Dance
and Musical Theater
Edited by Claude Summers
Cleis Press (2005)
;
« What did Alvin Ailey‘s mother do when she
first saw him in stage makeup?
« Why did George Frideric Handel censor
his unpublished pastoral cantatas in the
1730s?
* How many degrees separate Gore Vidal
from Cole Porter‘s 1948 Broadway musical, Kiss Me Kate?
*+ How did the operatic composer Jean—Baptiste Lully lose favor
at the court of Louis XIV?
Find the answers — and much, much more — in The Queer
Encyclopedia of Music, Dance and Musical Theater. Drawn from the
fascinating online encyclopedia of queer arts and culture
(www.gibtq.com), which The Advocate dubbed the "Encyclopedia
Britanniqueer" — this compendium of all things queer and beautiful
features more than 200 articles on composers, choreographers,
singers, musicians and dancers across eras and styles.
Perfect for settling arguments or for a serene hour by a sunny
window, this is the kind of reference book you can‘t tear yourself
away from, with authoritative overviews on genres and gay—themed
works and biographical entries on figures like Jerome Robbins, Noe!
Coward, Pyotr Tchaikovsky, Maurice Ravel, Sergei Diaghilev, Bessie
Smith, Stephen Sondheim, Rufus Wainwright and Ani DiFranco.

MEN‘S GUIDE: With the 728—page Damron Men‘s Travel
Guide 2005, Damron makes history. The 2005 guide is the |
40th edition of the world‘s original, still here—and—still—queer, |
best—known and best—selling gay travel guide. As always,
Damron continues to list the latest information on more than
12,000 gay and gay—friendly accommodations, bars, night—
i_ clubs, restaurants, retail shops, bookstores, gyms, info lines,
social groups, publications, men‘s clubs and cruisey areas,
across North America, the Caribbean, Central America and Europe. And
now South America! Fly down to Rio de Janeiro and say hi to the boys of
Brazil. Or Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Santiago, Chile. All three world—
class cities are new to the 2005 edition. This year‘s guide also features an
expanded 2005 calendar of pride, leather, bear and circuit events, as well
as film festivals and gay tours worldwide.
—
WOMEN‘S TRAVELLER 2005: The Damron Women‘s‘
Traveller 2005 is the only guide a lesbian—on the—go needs.
In fact, it‘s the only lesbian travel guide on the market today.
And, fortunately for women around the world, it remains the
best—researched and best—designed! First published in 1990,
the guide has grown to 616 pages with more than 10,000,
informative and easy—to read listings of women‘s and
women—friendly accommodations, bars, nightclubs, social
groups, info lines, publications, LGBT and women‘s centers,
retail shops and bookstores throughout North America, the Caribbean,
Costa Rica and European cities like London, Paris, Berlin, Rome,
Amsterdam, Madrid and Prague, and for 2005, Buenos Aires, Argentina;
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, and Santiago, Chile. Convenient city overviews give|
readers the lowdown on weather, transit, tourist attractions and local festl —

vals and eventsevents and festivals for 2005.
LUST UNEARTHED: VINTAGE GAY GRAPHICS...
Lust Unearthed: Vintage Gay Graphics from
the DuBek Collection
By Thomas Waugh
Arsenal Pulp Press (2004)
Like its predecessor, Out/ines: Vintage Gay
Graphics from Before Stonewall, Thomas
Waugh‘s new book, Lust Unearthed, is a look
at the "naughty" images which populated the
3
f
fantasies of numerous. artists, in a time when
the act of putting these images on paper was absolutely brave.
The images in Lust Unearthed come from a single collection, that
of Ambrose DuBek, a Hollywood set and costume designer, a gay
man living in an era of criminalized sodomy and McCarthyism. Lust
Unearthed draws for us a portrait of this man and the life he risked.
"The once—risky images have never before been published, and
the work includes both known and unknown artists. Once illegal,
now in the light of day, these images are both historically significant
and erotically delightful." — Out Magazine
V

Flava Men Magazine‘s "Flava
Men Wall Calendar 2005" is chocked
full of hard bodies.
Flava Men Magazine is a new,
quarterly adult male magazine that fea—
tures the sexiest Black and Latino men.
For more, go to www.FlavaMen.com
One of our favorite photogra—
phers, Rundu, is at it again, this time
offering up not one, but two calen:
dars for 2005. Check them out and
order them at www.rundu.com.
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THE

WIIlIlE LESBIAN SEX BOOK
| The Whole Lesbian Sex Book
Second Edition
‘ By Felice Newman
Cleis Press (2005)
The most comprehensive lesbian sex guide
| ever published, The Whole Lesbian Sex Book
just got better with its all—new, revised and
expanded 400—page, second edition.
}
The Whole Lesbian Sex Book was the flrs
W comprehensive sex guide to offer information
and encouragement for all women who desir

women. First published in 1999, it has been lauded for its thorough:
ness, enthusiastic tone and creative, nonjudgmental approach to
lesbian sex. Now, five years later, sex educator Felice Newman has
updated this classic guide. Additions include a far—reaching chapte
on sex and partnership.
\
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Erotica fromCleis
BEST GAY

_|

Richard Labonte, 270 pages)
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tent_raising range of male—male

readers..This is the feature‘s debut.

include. Alpha

Martial, Alexander Rowlson and Jonathan Asche.

BEST BLACK GAY EROTICA
Best

Black

Gay

Erotica

(edited by Darieck Scott, 225
pages)
and

celebrates

power

of

sex

the

heat

between

black men: the ardent B—boys
and gorgeous thugs, the wor—
shippers of heavenly bodies
and the devoutly religious in
their forays through the sub—
terranean

grottoes

of

the

world Writers include Jay Russell,
Reginald Harris, Belasco, Canaan Parker, Samuel
R. Delany, James Earl Hardy, Thomas Glave and
Shane Allison.

down—low.

BEST BLACK WOMEN‘S EROTICA 2
Best
Black
Women‘s
Erotica 2 (edited by Samiya
Bashir, 220 pages) is for all
readers who enjoy women‘s
erotica — heterosexual, bisexu—
al and lesbian. This book offers
an exquisite collection of erotic
fiction, showcasing hot, literate
sex
writing
by African:
American women writers.

BEST [ESBIAH EROTICA 2005
Best Lesbian Erotica 2005
(edited by Tristan Taormino,
250 pages) is the hottest,
freshest lesbian erotica of the
year. This is the 10th anniver—
sary edition of the best—selling
lesbian erotica series in
America and winner of the
Lambda Literary Award for
Erotica in 2003 and 2004.
Curve called it "powerful, memorable, potent."

Tunc

JMC

6

n B

has the total package (and you‘ll
never have to meet its parents).
This book features 22 stories,
which explore a heart—pounding,
Writers

«——»

j
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®
raw“
.— Family & Friends Magazine is implement
ing a new, occasional feature called "Five
Minutes With The Author," in which a noted
GLBT author answers a few questions for our

desire.
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Brains, muscle

tenderness,
kink. Like the perfect lover, Best
Gay Erotica 2005 (edited by
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ON THE SMALL SCREEN cso
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QIIBGI‘ As Folk to add new character, Gloss love IIIIBI‘BSI |
According
to 365gay.com
and just
aboutpeople.com,
every other "gossip—
type"
news
source
we
consulted,
including
saidlocat—
the
same
thing,
Rosie
O‘Donnell
is
getting
hired
at
The
Diner,
ed That‘s
on Liberty
Avenue.
right,
O‘Donnell
isassaida co—worker
to be joiningof super
the castPFLAG—wav—
of "Queer
Asing FolK"
in
the
fifth
season
Debbie Novotny,
played
byoneSharon
Gless.
According
to
more
than
report,
O‘Donnell
has agreedto
tostartplaya new
the role
of
an
"abused
wife
who
flees
to
Pittsburgh
life."someone
Two suchwhoreports
go on towith
add that
O‘Donnell
will
"portray
is
smitten
the
character
played
by
Gless."
Reports inalsoa TVhavemovie,
it that"Riding
O‘Donnell‘s
nextWithproject
will be SHARON
. wal GiESS . .
appearing
The
Bus
My
Sister,"
|
costarring Andie MacDowell and directed by Anjelica Houston.
6
3
Catch The Agenda
OutoftheCloset.tv
is your
the wave.
of your
the
future...get
your
news,
sitcoms,
comedies,
your movies, all in one place . . on
yourOnecomputer.
of the many free isprograms
offered
byAgenda."
QOutoftheCloset.tv,
called
"The
Noel
Hanson
and
co—host
Brad _|
Ecton
ask
the
hard
questions,
the
on—target
questions,
to forward.
people who are pushing the
"gay"In the
agenda
latest ofepisode,
Hanson
interviews
_
Allan
Chambers
Exodus
International.
Prior
f
to the interview, Hanson eloquently explains
Showtime‘s
Original
Series,
"the
Lword"
returnsto
the
screen
—
W518; thcte hﬂo-no-We busingsst/rrgngstm is
A
all about and how politics are affected by their
for its second season on Sunday, February 20, at 9 p.m.

efforts. Hahson brings the voice of those that

to the table; thereby entering into a dialogue
to get the whole picture and ask the hard
questions.
|
a 13s Streaming Videos

out Of the C|088t® (a free video website @ www.
P RO GRAM
G U I D E
Meet James from Boy Meets Boy, Ted from Queer Eye, Josh & Nichol from Big Brother, HERE! Pay—Per—View
Direct TV 170 Trailers, Need help starting your business?, Jason and deMarco Exclusive Music Video
Garmento, the movie trailer, Vicki Wagner, comedian kicked out of military, Addicted to the Internet, drugs,
sex? Take the test!! Coming Out Documentary: Meet an Out Senator, Public Domain films and cartoons,
Meet Jim Varros from American Idol, Meet a Baptist mom who tells all about her gay son, Lily Tomlin
talks about being an actress in Hollywood, Elton John‘s Safe Sex Campaign, Are You Immune to HIV/AIDS?
There is so much video here, you‘ll have to see it to BELIEVE IT!
www. OutoftheCloset.tv
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‘Daisy & Wilma Show

set at Backstreet

a‘

Backstreet Memphis, 2018 Court, will welcome Ms. Daisy
Chain and Ms. Wilma Holhurt to Memphis on Friday, Feb. 11, at
midnight. This will be the first Memphis performance of the
comic duo‘s critically—acclaimed "Stand Back! It‘s Gonna Get
Ugly" show.
"Stand Back! It‘s Gonna Get Ugly" is a musical comedy
cabaret, featuring stories about the girl‘s lives, intermixed with
live singing (no lip—syncing here), including songs from the pop.
country, soul, R&B and disco genres. The 90—minute perform—
ance examines the past, present and future of two performing
sisters, Daisy Chain and Wilma Holhurt (nee May—Dewyah).
The show just finished playing 20 states and seven provinces
to rave reviews, including hosting the post party of the Seattle
AIDS Walk. After its year end show in Nashville, the tour took a
break for the holidays. The next leg of the tour will begin in
January, playing 49 states in total (excluding Alaska. Imagine
Alaska in five—inch stilettos. Not pretty!).

f the
your
.. on

ffered
"The
Brad
target
ig the
rviews
. Prior
plains
stry is
y their
e that
ndition
alogue
> hard

friends Delivered To
Your Doorstep Every Month For Just
Get FAMILY &

Ambush Magazine wrote, "This hilarious show was described
as ‘dragged across America,‘ and 1 can assure you these guys
put on one great performance after another. ‘Stand Back! It‘s
Gonna Get Ugly‘ is a musical comedy cabaret, and the stories
they tell keep you in stitches. They literally put on an exception—
al showstopper."
Daisy and Wilma were born and raised in the French Quarter
of New Orleans, some time in the early— to mid—late 1970s
(archaeologists have yet to be able to confirm a date). There
also are historical references to them in Oklahoma, Georgia and
southern parts of Tennessee, although state officials desperate—
ly try to deny such references.
Their parents, George Dewyah, and Bernadette May, when
married decided to hyphenate their names and so the girls were
named Daisy and Wilma May—Dewyah. And it was pretty much
down hill from there.
Daisy attended the Madame Tussaud‘s finishing school for
young ladies where she graduated somewhere in the middle to
bottom of her class. She studied with many teachers, although
none relating to performing ... on a stage.
Wilma, on the other hand, has never had a day of training in
her life. Her talent is God—given, although some suspect she was

D YES! 1 want to subscribe to Family & Friends
Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Phone: {

Zip:
)

Return this coupon with a check or money order to:
P.O. Box 771948, Memphis, TN 38177—1948

See Daisy &a Wilma, page 68
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I

used

to

think

that

the

gays was to confront them.

only

way

to

relate

to

| didn‘t understand them and
I was judgmental and
arrogant. And then one day our
lives were changed forever.
It was about 5:15 p.m. on Dec.
8,
the house from work with the
mail
ter

from

my

daughter,

Anna.

I

1988.

in

I had just walked into

it

with

the

pleasure

of

anticipation that a mom feels
when she hears from her daughte
r
who is away at college.

Her letter was dated

Dec. 4,

1988.

She

told me that lots had happene
d in her life with regard to her
sex—
uality.

She said she had fought long
and hard to be comfortable

and now she was.
She

went

She said she was comfortable
with women.

on

to

say

On Feb. 28, 1997, at 10 p.m., I received
a phone call from my
ex—husband
Anna

my hand. There was a let—

opened

that I‘ll never be able to do that.

I had no use for them.

had

and

been

Anna‘s
found

dad.

At

hanging

had been dead for 15 hours.

about

from

4

the

p.m.

bar

in

that

afternoon,

her closet.

She

It was ruled a suicide by the coro—

ner — no autopsy, no note, no nothing
— but days, weeks, months
and years of pain and anguish.
I

have

heard

it

said

that when

there is a sense of utter failure.
love

her

well.

Among

love

is

unconditionally,

not

even

other things

easily

she

it

angered,

loved

though

says,
it

a

one

dies

of

I can identify with that.
|

knew

"Love

keeps

is

no

I

Corinthians

patient

record

suicide,
I did not

...

of

and

13

kind;

wrongs

...

it

loved me and hoped I wouldn‘t
try

to

she

change

loved

her.

God

She

and

said

knew

He

loved her.
On

Dec.

answered
her

I

she

was
had

her

20,

1988,

letter

and

devastated

written.

by

Please

I

told
what

allow

me to quote, "Undoubtedly, the
most difficult part of your letter
was the gay thing. I will NEVER
accept that
terrible

in

you.

waste,

spiritually

and

|

feel

besides
morally

it‘s

ANNA LOUISE WAKE
FIELD

a

being

October 22, 1967 —— Febru
ary 28, 1997

wrong.

For a reason I don‘t quite fathom,
I have a harder time dealing with

always protects, always hopes,
always perseveres.

that issue than almost anything
else in the world. I do and will con—
tinue to love YOU,

Throughout these years since
Anna‘s death,

but I will always hate that and
pray every day

that you will change your mind
and attitude."

of soul searching to figure out
just what part
death.

Almost a year later, Aug.
the

airport to

her

cousin‘s

go

back to

wedding.

I

13,

1989,

college
told

her

I was taking Anna back to

after she
that

IF

played the

she

ever

followed

were

more

than

eight

stormy years,

at

mid—August 1996,

1

received a letter from Anna.

also

best.

my

shaming

maybe

not

|

had done colossal damage to

words.

ever.

She

She told

did

not want

me

she

did

me

in

her

know,

not want to,

not

and

sought advice from

members.

All

said

the

same

thing:

not

must

respect

ing

Anna‘s

keys,

I

had grabbed

driven the 550

my toothbrush,

Mary

that | loved her no matter what.

TEACH

credit card and car

miles to where she was living and
told

1

have

been
has

and

and

love

allies).

I

GLBTA

am

(gays,

now proud

to

lesbians,
call

bisexual,

myself an

ally

|

went

to

the

curio

cabinet that

holds Anna‘s

pic—

a gay person the way | treated
you. That‘s a promise!"

keep wondering what would have
happened if, after receiv—
her letter,

untruth

My transformation

tures and dolphin collection. I
said to her, "I will never again
treat

wishes and give her the space she
needs. And that‘s what I did.
I

the

ued dialogue with individuals
on both sides of the issue.

several friends and family
You

with

by the church.

est and dearest friends. This
new awareness has been support—

Recently,
a counselor,

life

ed through intense study of
Biblical passages, as well as
contin—

have to forgive me.
I

face—to—face

and am honored to count these
children of God amongst my
clos—

then,

did

me

understand

transgenders

her soul with
life,

brought

occurred through a wonderful
gift given to me by God: getting
to

She basi—

I was her mother biologically only,
that I had stolen her childhood
her and that

has

taught throughout my

cally said she wanted nothing more
to do with me. She said that

from

I will always acknowl—

edge the pain and tragedy of
Anna‘s suicide. However, her
death

We had a few good times, but
not many.
In

in Anna‘s

have wrestled with who I am
and how I treated my own

No matter what else happens
in my life,

she

wanted to get her act together, she
was welcome to come home.
What

I have done a lot
played

flesh and blood.

piano for

decided

I

I

Lou

Wallner,

Ministries

Homophobia).

her

For

(To

and

her

husband,

Educate

more

About

information,

go

Bob
the

Wallner,

operate

Consequences

online

to

of

www.teach—

ministries.org. The Wallners
reside in Cabot, Ark.

I didn‘t do that. The worst part is

Reprinted with permission from
Mary Lou

Wallner.

M

a

d

a

www.teach—mi

nistries.org
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AND NOW, A WORD FROM YOUR TEETH .

Providing
you
«I
II"
with
soothing,
ime
__"C
comfortable
l
treatment
is
our
business.
Best
of
alla soft,. . wegentle
do it touch.
with
Painful
teeth,
swollen
gums,
Makeyourteeth
feel
unsig
htlys
tains
and
_
good
again!
bad breath .
These are messages
from your teeth
which say,
h
a
WE NEED HELP!

,

Call for an appointment
today. We‘ll listen.

We are a young and
growing dental practice
which prides itself on
fairness and open—mindedness.

WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D.S.
General Dentlstry

79 North Cooper St. (between Madison & Poplar) Memphis, TN 38104
**=:(901)

685—5008

**
MID—SOUTH
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? living artists fail to accomplish in a lifetime.
The album goes downhill in value, with its simplistic produc—
tion of quality. You can thank Eminem for that. He also co—wrote u
several tracks, and performed a less—than—perfunctory job at
_ mixing the album, as well. There are a lot of guest appearances
but nothing could save this sinking album after the poor quality:
of the captain at deck, Eminem‘s 8 Mile Style. Tupac alone is
marvelous! Emlnem riding his coat tails, hubris arrogance. **

9

W‘anel Greenberry

Anew yearis here and with it a season
of musical pedigree both cultural and
social with an air of frivolity. What‘s all thefuss about? After all,
2004, began the same way with fake, artistic posers garnering
musical stardom and fame not because they had authentic tal—
ent, but because they were lip—syncing snbllngs friends or other

relatives of the musical elite. This year
is no different.
¢ Another musical season of relin—
quished creative control and aesthet—
ically—pleasing clones will appear on
TV shows making self—professed a
pleas for you to buy their album and .
accept their pretentious image as
real. Demanding nothing more than
provenance, | caution the process of .
saying one need to look a certain
way to get a record deal. Placement
of greater value on anything not
monotypic, at least two dimensional,
and a break from the idiosyncratic

CAROL PLUNK
Wanna Get Plunked?
One grows tired of hearing awesomely bad songs and lyrics.
Oncein a while, a hero for dark times emerges. One such hero
is Carol Plunk. If you‘re looking for Mississippi bluegrass, flair of
country and Memphis rock, she‘s your gal. Plunk manages to
make an album full of emotional memories of love, speaks vol—
umes of irreverent verses and laced it with charm. Tracks like
"Reach For You" and "Speak To Me," are ballads distinctive in
every way. The technical problem with this CD is in the mixing.
~Earlier tracks are all somewhat practical
while later tracks are multi—layered. The
quality of Plunk‘s work is still a lavish CD.
If you want to find out more about this
artist make sure you read last month‘s
issue of Family & Friends magazine. You
can also check this artist out on her web—
site at carolplunk com. *

the sweetness of sparkling cider a

quasi—ambrosia or nectar of the gods.
Either way, "Cheers Darling! And _

Happy New Year!"

TUPAC
Loyal To The Game
Tupac represents the rap game
par excellence. The skill of mixing
and rhyming came second nature to
him. Although his murder is still
unsolved, fans pray for closure some—

f day for their idol. This album, Loyal to
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features funky samples from the likes _i
of LL Cool J and Chaka Khan. Karter _J
literally breathes new life into songs |
of old. "Rolling On The River" is a —
Bally Boiz—inspired hit with a lot of ||
remixing to boot the techno—infused —
beats. "The Way | Look" is a good —
dance song but is so terribly vain, |
almost felt guilty for liking it. And, oh —
my goodness, not one for drama.
Karter brings it with, get this, his inter= _
pretation called "Diamonds In The.,
Stream." Did Dolly Parton hearhis ver—. _
sion? Girlfriend, call a brother, let me
know what you think.
I think Karter‘s original and has a dis—. a
tinctive voice. One problem — a big gripep
I had to pick was with the song “Baby
Come To Me," a classic Patti Austin—
song, which was performed horribly l

quality among both establishedand
emerging artists.
Perhaps it is much ado about noth—
ing. We won‘t know the extent of this
trend until Feb. 16, when the Grammy
awards are presented. Only time will
tell if a bitter aftertaste will remain or

and artistic integrity; something most

[
_|

KARTER
.
The Down Low
l
There‘s something about Karter‘s .
— album, The Down Low, which makes —
you grateful it isn‘t another low down —
production passed off as art. The CD fl

— brilliance of most "entertainers" today
suggests an established reputation of —

The Game, is his ninth release since
his death and is charismatically every—
thing we expect from the legend. The
album in whole collects the spirit of
Tupac, his influences and talent. That
gives the album two stars for originality

—

goes really, really well or mercilesslyp
wrong. All in all, Karter still averages to—
maintain a quality CD. ***
V

(This is an opinion/editorial piece.f
The views expressed in this. co/umlt"
the down IOW
Magazine or its staff.)

Tickets available at
Sam‘s Town Box Office 800—456—0711
ticketmaster.com and all ticketmaster outlets
or call (901) 52541515.
Must be 21 years of age to attend.

HOTEL & GAMBLING HALL |
800—456—0711
Visit us on the Web: www.samstowntunica.com
Bet with your head, not over it. Gambling problems?
Call 1—800—522—4700.
BOYDGAM
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— for you. 1 personally have successfully avoided some of the |

worst worms and viruses by having my computer automatically |
_ download these updates.
For more information on this, you can check out Microsoft.
Windows Update site at windowsupdate.microsoft.com.
_ The next step is to ensure that you have an up—to—date Virus
Protection program running. Viruses are nasty little bits of code
that are usually written by some coked—out (I mean the soft drink
here) computer geek who gets pleasure from figuring out ways to
break things. They are downloaded in email andfrom the Internet
by Charlie Green
without a user ever knowing it, until the virus is activated. Two of.
the most popular anti—virus programs are Symantec‘s Norton
Wow, the beginning of another year is Anti—Virus and McAfee VirusScan. With both of these
programs:
here. Thankfully the holidays are packed _ ‘you pay an initial fee for the program, which typically
includes a
away and it‘s time to get back toour normal gay lives.
one—year subscription to their updated virus definitions.
One of the things that comes up quite frequently in my life are
After that first year you will need to either buy another copy of
the phone calls from friends to help them out with their comput— the program or continue
your subscription service. It is vital that
ers. I can‘t count the calls from a frantic fag who has just blown
you do not let your virus definitions get out of date, as every day
up his computer. Well, of course, the computer didn‘t actually new viruses are coded
and released: Both these companies
blow up but instead was infected by a virus or a nasty little spy— have staffs of their own
super smart geeks that sit around look—
_ ware program. Yeah you can‘t pick up STD‘s on the Internet but ing for new viruses
and finding antidotes. If you don‘t have the
there are viruses and leeches all around and, last time I1 latest updates youare subject to infection.
checked, PC trouble wasn‘t covered by health insurance.
The third step is to make sure you are running an anti—spy—
You have all probably heard the news stories about different ware/adware program. In recent
years these programs have
virus outbreaks and security holes in. Windows or. Internet actually been causing more
frustration for computer users than
Explorer. While there are some geeks out there that would tell actual viruses. Spyware and
adware are programs that, for the
you to join the Linux bandwagon or use a different web browser,
most part, are legally downloaded in your computer with your _
I am not going to tell you that. In fact for most users Windows permission. They end up
sitting on your computer using it‘s
and Internet Explorer are the easiest way to go. However, that resources, which, at best, cause
your system to perform slower _
said, whenyou use these programs you need to make sure that and, at worst, can watch what
you do and report back to the"
you are protecting your computer as much as possible. (Apple original author of the program.
Some programs will cause con—
Mac users will also tell you the best way to avoid viruses are to — flicts with software you use
and some will take total control of
use a MAC.) There are really three easy steps to take to ensure your computer.
J
that you are protected.
f
}
The hardest part about controlling these programs on your. “g"
Tat

‘The first step is to make sure your.computer is set to auto—
— matically download updates to Windows. Several years ago
Microsoft set up this "service" for it‘s users; it allows MS to fix
their software on your machines. You can make a simple setting
change in Windows that allows your computer to periodically
check with Microsoft for updates, then download and install them

own is that they are usually embedded in a website or program __
that you want and when you click "ok" on a boring screen with a
license agreement, you didn‘t get to the part that said, "Hey, we __
are going to take over your computer as part of the deal." So, it‘s _
best to use an Anti—spyware/adware program. These programs _ {
will scan for and let you know about programs whenever they __
are present and typically guide you through removing them. _
There are good programs available from Symantec, McAfee and
Webroot‘s Spysweeper.
}
A
The final step, if you are a high—speed Internet user, is to make _
sure that you have a firewall setup. A firewall will prevent users «ll
from outside your house accessing your computer and, more —
importantly, your personalfiles. If you have documents, pictures, x
tax and financial information on your PC these can all be _
accessed by a smart user outside your home. If you are using __
Windows XP you should, at a minimum, have the: Windows __
Firewall turned on. However, this is bare minimum protection. If (s
you have valuable information on your computer, you will definite— u
ly want to look at some of the software firewalls on the market.
f
For users of the American Online Internet service your serv—_ @
ice nowincludes solutions for viruses, spyware and a firewall.
These services are included in the AOL 9.0 Security Edition,
which is the latest free upgrade to the AOL software. If you are _
an AOL User, go to Keyword "Update" for more information.
| g,

Survey shows GLBTs are hi—tech
According to a recent, nationwide online survey, eight in 10
(79%) gay, lesbian, bisexual (GLB) adults have cellular phone
service compared to a slightly lower percentage (72%) of het—
erosexual adults.
S
In addition, more than two—thirds (69%) of gay adults report
subscribing to cable television services compared with less than
two thirds (61%) of their non—gay counterparts. The data also
_ reveal that gay consumers are twice as likely to have a television
with high definition resolution (HDTV) in their homes than het—
erosexual consumers (16% vs. 8%), as well as are more likely
than non—gays to obtain a high definition TV within the next six
to 12 months (44% vs. 31%).
\
The highlights are from a recent quarterly telecommunica—
tions study conducted online between Sept. 8 and 14, 2004, by
Harris Interactive, in conjunction with Witeck—Combs
— Communications, Inc., a strategic public relations and marketing
You can get more information on the products listed above at |
communications firm with special expertise in the gay consumer www.symantec.com, www.mcafe
e.com and www.webroot.com. op
market. A total of 828 non—gay and 243 self—identified GLB adults
Hey, have some new gizmo you would like to know more
were surveyed.
. about or would like to see me cover? Email me at futuris—
For more information, go online to www.witeckcombs.com. _
ticfag@aol.com. I would love to hearfrom you.
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Reel Twisted sponsored
by

HOURS

FEATURING

Sundays 1—7 pm

hand—crafted items

Mon—Thur 12—10 pm
Fri & Sat 12 pm—12 am

_REEL TWISTED

by local GLBT artists
18 N. McLean @ Madison — 901
.725.0313

:....

Sawa

.

The Dutch romantic comedy
musical Yes Nurse! No Nurse! is
coming to DVD this February. This
popular festival hit, which won the
Audience Award for Best Feature at
the
2003
San
Francisco
International Lesbian & Gay Film
Festival, is an unusual and endear—
ing musical about a sweetly no—non—
ss
sense nurse, her rest home for way—
ward souls and the evil landlord determined to close
her down.
Loes Luca stars as Nurse Klivia in this Pieter Kram
er film. Nurse
Klivia‘s slightly wayward residents include The Engin
eer, inventor of
the "nice" pill; Jet, a sweet wannabe actor; Gerrit,
a young cat burglar
trying to reform and a couple of queers. Their nasty
landlord schemes
to evict them monthly, but has a change of heart
when a cheerful fel—
low from his past opens up a hairdresser‘s shop
across the street.
With big production song and dance numbers and
a hilarious cast,
this film, based on the beloved hit Dutch television
series of the 1960s,
is a sure—fire cult favorite.
The San Francisco Examiner hailed Yes Nurse! No
Nurse! as "a
glorious, imaginative homage to the golden era
of the late, great
Hollywood studio musical — and a celebration
of all its camped up,
technicolor glory."
"Mapcap tales from the world‘s zaniest rest home,
" wrote the New
York Times. You‘ll need your dancing shoes for
this flick. Not rated,
102 minutes
Check with Family Flavors to see if theyl
l carry this movie
62 FAMILY & friends January 2005
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We saw this film sitting on the
shelves at Family Flavors and
found our curiosity instantly
peaked. One, because we‘ve had
a thing for Stockard Channing
since Grease and, two, because
we neverfigured Ron Silver could
play anything but straight.
A Showtime Original Movie,
Jack, stars Silver and Channing
as the parents of a teenage son, Jack (Anton Yelchin
). Not only is young
Jack going through the torture of puberty, but he also
discovers he has
to deal with his father‘s homosexuality and dad‘s new
boyfriend.
The film opens with the last day of Jack‘s two—parent
homelife and
his parents, Paul and Anne, are arguing. Initially,
the reason for the
breakup is not shared, that is until Paul decides he
must tell his son
about his sexuality. So, while on a boating trip, Paul
breaks the news;
news which Jack doesn‘t like one bit.
In typical teenage temper—tantrum style, Jack
runs home and
declares he wants nothing more to do with his father
ever again. After
some bittersweet experiences, Jack finally realizes
that families come
in many shapes and genders.
One reviewer, Scott Cranin, wrote, "While this film
obviously has
excellent credentials, we‘d have to call it one step
above a Lifetime
movie. It seems quite contrived. Enjoy it for the fine
ensemble acting,
dialogue and the pro—gay message it conveys. Expect
no major sur—
prises." Rated PG—13, 104 minutes.
Available for rent at Family Flavors

ALSO AVAILABLE OR COMING TO DVD
COWBOYS & ANGELS
Coe
This charming Irish coming—of—age tale
follows two best friends, one straight and
one gay, from their youthful career ambi—
tions to their entanglements with the law.
Not rated, 90 minutes
RELEASE: Feb. 15, 2005
Will be available for rent at Family
Flavors

A dramatic musical examining the life
and loves of composer Cole Porter,
focusing on his marriage to socialite
Linda Thomas. Includes cameos from
Elvis Costello, Alanis Morissette, Robbie
Williams, Sheryl! Crow and Natalie Cole.
125 minutes
Available for rent at Family Flavors

GOLDFISH MEMORY
A very queer Dublin shines in this refreshing
comedy—drama about a group of young peo—
ple navigating the turbulent waters of
romance. Not rated, 89 minutes
RELEASE DATE: Feb. 18, 2005
Will be available for rent at Family Flavors

Alim (Jimi Mistry) is a South
Asian—Canadian gay man living in
London with his handsome
boyfriend, Giles (Kristen Holden—
Reid). All hell breaks loose for the
cross—cultural couple when Alim‘s
traditional
mother,
Nuru_
(a
scenery—chewing
Suleka
Mathews) announces a visit, set—
ting off a frantic series of events,
from hiding all gay paraphernalia to having Giles‘s sister pose as
Alim‘s fiance. To add to the humor, Alim gets advice, although not
always helpful, from the ghost of Cary Grant.
Written and directed by lan Iqbal Rashid, Touch of Pink has subtle
autobiographical overtones as Rashid is a Toronto—raised South Asian
who presently lives in London with his boyfriend. Yes, his mother
knows. The soundtrack also is worth a mention. Rated R, 92 minutes.
Available for rent at Family Flavors on Jan. 21, 2005
AVAILABLE MARCH 1, 2005

When a young exec becomes a whistleblower
and gets fired, he turns the tables on corpo—
rate culture, setting up shop as a stud—for—hire
by impregnating wealthy lesbians at $10,000 a
pop. Mixing up race, sex and stereotypes as
only he can, Director Spike Lee shows why it‘s
all about the benjamins. Rated R, 138 minutes
RELEASE DATE: Feb. 1, 2005
Will be available for rent at Family
Flavors

A self—proclaimed "Jerk magnet" who
sees herself as "the easy chick" learns
that sex is easy, love isn‘t. There are
several gay and lesbian characters in
the film. Rated R, 99 minutes
Check with Family Flavors to see if
theyll carry this flick.

Director Abby Epstein‘s extraordinarily
empowering and heartbreakingly funny doc—
ument Until the Violence Stops is a moving
celebration of community awareness that
leaves us with the hope that change can
happen. Also features "The Vagina
Monologues." Unrated, 73 minutes
RELEASE DATE: Feb. 8, 2005
Will be available for rent at Family
Flavors

This award—winning HBO special featur—
ing two of comedy‘s funniest women will
have you laughing from start to finish!
Longtime friends Kathy Najimy and Mo
Gaffney are the creators and stars of
the show, which began Off—Broadway
and propelled them to stardom and criti—
cal acclaim. Not rated, 57 minutes
Check with Family Flavors to see if
theyll carry this DVD.
January 2005
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4339 Park Avenue, Jan. 16
through March 20.
The selected works include
an entire survey of our nation‘s
art history including 18th
Century portraits by John
Singleton Copley, Ralph Earl
and John Smibert; Federalera
images by Raphaelle Peale,
Sarah Miriam Peale and
Benjamin West; Hudson River
School—era landscapes by

Albert
Bierstadt,
Fredric
Church, Thomas Cole and
George Inness; antebellum
and post—Civil War genre and
realist paintings by Winslow
Homer and Eastman Johnson;
Impressionist landscapes by
Childe Hassam, Theodore
Robinson and John Henry
Twachtman; early modern
paintings by George Bellows,
Arthur B. Davies, Robert Henri

iin imsaac

"Three centuries of art in
one great collection." That
defines the traveling exhibition
from the New Britain Museum
of American Art, "Strokes of
Genius: Master Works from
the New Britain Museum of
Art." Approximately 70 works
of art, from the colonial era to
the present, will be included in
the collection on exhibit at The
Dixon Gallery and Gardens,

and John Sloan; regionalist
works by Thomas Hart
Benton, John Steuart Curry
and Reginald Marsh, and post—
World—War I1 art by Milton
Avery, Charles Burchfield,
Grandma Moses, Norman
Rockwell and Andrew Wyeth.
The Dixon is open Tuesday
through Friday from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.; Saturday, from 10 a.m.
to 5 p.m. and Sunday, from 1
to 5 p.m. Admission is $5 for
adults; $4 for seniors, and free
for students with valid 1.D. and
for children.
For more information, call
(901) 761—5250 or go online to
www.dixon.org.

From left:
NORMAN ROCKWELL
MILTON AVERY
WINSLOW HOMER

Supply

on

Demand.

1972 Yuletide has succeeded in
meeting the demands of Memphis area
Since

businesses. 24—hour customer service, on—
line accounts, and fast "to your door‘
delivery are the demands we placed on
ourselves to help establish Yuletide as the
office supply leader in the

Mid—South.

Contact us about your office needs today.

Yuletide !]2

31
901 —372—8588 — Fax 901—388—0785
1245 Sycamore View, Memphis, TN
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Years Party at both our Memphis clubs of color, Paragon and
Club Allusions. At each function | was able to attend 1 really
enjoyed myself. The showecast ofAllusions outdid themselves at
the birthday bash. The out—of—town guests were no joke, as well.
_ _M.C. Dee really outdid himself this year getting it all together,
especially considering the snow and ice on the ground and con—
tinuing to fall that night.
}
-

The International Federation of Black Prides Worldwide will
have its 2nd Annual Conference Martin Luther King Weekend in
Atlanta. Individuals from as far as Canada and Africa will be in
attendance. Presiding President Earl D. Fowlkes Jr. will be
addressing the conference all that weekend. In 2005, if and
when you see his cabinet or any of the many different city and
state pride presidents and owners, make sure you tell them what

Anthony Hardaway
multi—cultural affairs editor
editorial by

"Don‘t save them, they don‘t want to be
saved." That‘s what it seems like at times
when individuals, businesses, agencies and other social struc—
tures try to uplift the gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender
(GLBT) village of color with events and introducing people to
other great/outstanding black gay leaders nationwide who are
doing POSITIVE things for us. The southern region was blessed
‘to work with, and meet, such individuals in 2004.
Speaking of great things, Dec. 1, 2004, was World AIDS Day
and the city of Memphis did a great job with awareness. The vil—
lage came together agency wise, family wise, church wise and
sociably. The 2nd Annual Gathering, sponsored by Friends For
Life, Goldsmith‘s—Macy‘s, The Haven, Club Allusions, Exodus
Empowerment Project, Family & Friends magazine and
Brothers United Network of Tennessee, was everything and then
some. The food was prepared by village sister April E. Adbul—
BaaQee and the talent that night was off the chain. Videos can
be obtained by calling (901) 218—1021.
Local celebrities that performed were Deon Anthony and Mr.
Hot Memphis and Black Pride DaMontaye Davin. The village
Mothers, Tina Sims and Sandra D. Buckner Briggs, really
BLESSED the audience with their words on the topic,
"Heterosexual Mothers with Gay Children." The most important
statement both mothers made was that no matter what the world
said about their child, they LOVED THEIR SONS UNCONDI—
TIONALLY! That alone made the crowd go up by itself. Guest
artists Greg McNeal! and Jonathan Perry spoke on being black,
gay and HIV—positive. And I think no one will forget the POW—
ERFUL words Terry! P. Buckner (my Butch) gave the audience
on how to live a good life and how much he has seen in this
‘lifestyle, locally and nationally. Mr. Buckner spoke for about 30
to 45 minutes (next event he will be the keynote speaker) and
each word he spoke was words to live by.
I thank EVERYONE for being a part of the special event. Kim
Moss, Dedrick, all the mothers present, the St. Jon Family and
anyone else I‘ve forgotten, thanks from the bottom of my heart!
Brother‘s United Network of Tennessee‘s Annual Winter
Retreat was well received this year, as well. All workshops were
well attended and the Showcase Slam this year was just as
powerful as last year. Again, DaMontaye Davin rocked the
house as usual. | tell you the conference delegates could not
speak after his performance. Our founder, Dwayne Jenkins of
Nashville, just shook his head in amazement. Artists were R.
Bryant Smith, Greg McNeal, Jonathan Perry, Winston Sheperd,
Terrance Wilkins, Rev. Deshon Gales, Darius O. Williams and
yours truly. Reader, make plans to attend next year, and we do
not just talk about HIV and being gay ... but you must attend to
know. Catch it!!
Other events that took place in December 2004, were Mr. &
Mrs. Claus, Terryl‘s Birthday Bash, Bobby Blake and A—1 Elite
Productions Black Affair, Exodus Farewell Party and the New
¥

2x
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a good job they are doing for us.
Also, if you want to see something different in your city, VOL—
UNTEER to help out and whatever you do stay and be HUMBLE
when you do so. Again, catch it chil—ren! The biggest mistake A
LOT of us make is trying to TAKE OVER and RUN something
that has been happening way before our GRAND ... BUTTS got
there. It takes a complete year to get ready for each year‘s pride
event. It COSTS to be the BOSS, as well as to BOOK GREAT
entertainment. And watch those chil—ren that ALWAYS got some—
thing NEGATIVE to say about anything someone is trying to do
for us that is POSITIVE. I travel alone and when I have to do
something that is VERY important to the village or myself, I con—
sult with my DIVINE and maybe one or two individuals the good
Lord leads me to to ask advice. You can ask any of my real chil—
ren about how | conduct BUSINESS. I have learned one good
thing out in the real world. It takes MONEY to do anything (to
have a meeting with people you have to go in with a check or
something to offer.) Remember the old saying, "Money talks
bullsh** ... you get the point, right?
We invite anyone who is reading this to the Wednesday Night
Gathering each Wednesday night at 28 North Claybrook, sec—
ond floor, beginning at 7 p.m. If you are looking for good people
to meet, young and old; a nice meal; free give—aways, and some
positive energy for a change, come and see us. You will not
leave the building the same, | grant you that!
National Black HIV Awareness Day is coming up Feb. 7.
See Ladybug, page 75

_

Call (901) 274—0163
Creating a village/
haven for & about us!
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‘Daisy & Wilma
| ACLUstaff surprises

| religiousprotesters
___. A contingent of protesters fromthe religious—right arrived
—
| at the Legislative Office of the AmericanCivil Liberties
_Union in Washington, D.C., in December,2004,only to find
the bulk of the office‘s staff waiting outside with cookies,
._ | coffee, soda and Christmas carols. ___ _ _
.
| ._ "Some may have come to ouroffices todayexpecting
.
_ a ‘grinch, but instead found a warm welcome,"sai
d.
Laura W. Murphy, director of the ACLU Washington
.
‘office. "Fact is, I have a lot of.peoplein theoffice looking
_
forward to the holiday season. We understand
and _
(|_ respect thatthere are people that disagree with us
about
_ the best way to protect religious freedom inthis country,
~]_ butwe hope that we can open a dialogueandcontinue to
_
|_ search for commonground." .
D
Murphy and her staff wanted tohighlight for the
_ protesters the extensive efforts on the part of
the.
| ACLUto defend religious free exerciseclaims across _
| the country.
._
_ .._ ___. _
s
___ "Though we often get a bad rapforour efforts to keep_
| government from endorsing one particular religion over |
|_ another," Murphy said, "the fact is we all come to work
_
_every
morning to make sure that everyone isfree to wor— —
3
ship as he or she sees fit"
____
__ Posted12/23/04 on "ACLUOnline" at www.aclu.org. __

global problem," _
Gaido said. "As an institutional investor, | am pleased to see J
Ford protecting its employees — and our investment — b
responding to HIV/AIDS in Asia and around the world."
c_
"Ford understands the business and moral imperatives —

ASALUTE TO OUR
PROFESSIONAL
SAME—GENDER—LOVING

—

;
Marquette Burrus & James Nichols
We have been working
together and living together
for the lastyear and a half.:
It will be 2 years May 22.
We also take care of
Marquette‘s little brother,
| who has been living with
—‘ him since he was five years
old, but now is 11 years old.
Living together and
working together has been hard,
butit took love and
a lot of dedication for us to work through
and we
would not trade any of it in foranything inthis
this world.
*Marquette‘syounger brother is picture with the couple above.
‘68 FAMILY &friends January2005
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from page 55
out sick when morals were handed out.
Daisy has been seen in manytheatrical productions, most __I
famously in the
touring companyof Let My People
Come. She has noBroadway
comment
this matter.
Ato
Wilma starred inthe all—whiteon version
of
Dreamgirls.
The
pro—
ducers of which are still wanted for questioning.
Daisy and Wilmaboth have prestigious film and television§
careers. Any other film experience in which Ms. Chain or Ms.
Holhurt may be mistaken for participating in self—described "blue ;
films" are completely
totally coincidental.
s
Ms. Chain has beenandmarried
12
times.
Her
first
eight
hus—
bands are deceased her last four should be ... shortly. All her
spouses have died ofandapparent
causes and Ms. Chain
has been cleared of any and natural
all
charges
their
deaths. She is presently looking to remarry.surrounding
Any
gentlemen
under the age of 60 and with a net worth of less than five million___.
need not apply. ; §
f
As to Ms. Holhurt‘s love life, the producers of "Stand
It‘s
Gonna Get Ugly" feel that the Internet has enough smut onBack!
i
t
as
i
t
«. and theydon‘t wantto contribute any more than they already have.is‘
For more information go online to www.daisyandwilma.com
or www.backstreetmemphis.com.
é
Ford Motor Company _
,
from page 51
some of the most high—risk regions of the world, including China, _
India, Russia and Thailand.
"By taking a successful South African workplace program: to; l
Asia and other global locations, Ford is sending a powerful mes 1:
sage: HIV/AIDS is not an African problem. It is a

demanding it take action to address HIV/AIDS," said Nick
Scheele, Ford Motor Company president. "The ‘company wil
continue to work with communities, governments and agencies
and encourage others to adopt similar programs. We must

address this humanitarian and health crisis together and
acknowledge that even one death from HIV/AIDS is too many.".

NEED CASI?
Call (901})}828—CASH (33743
and provide a tip on a
crime or a possible crime.
JuSt tell what you know or
suspect and get a secret.
ID number. Use it later to
call back and find out if
the police made an arrest.
and how to get your cash |
Amol
228 — CASH

i
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COMPLEX

4670 Highway 80 West, Jackson, Miss.
(601) 922—8227 — (601) 922—8237 — toll—free (888) 43—ME
TRO

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT

EVERY SATU

SATURDAY,
SPECIAL ENTER
MALE & FEMALE
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| 797 N. Evergreen Memphis, TN
_

(901) 274—1024

Exodus2u@yahoo.com __

Core Group

Every Wednesdayat 5 pm

The Core Group, which is the governing
body of the project, consists of 8—10
members. Each member earns $25 per
meeting. The meetings are 2 to 3 hours,
where participants are involved in the
planning and implementing activities
for the project...

E—Groups

__1/27 at 6 pm

sat.

4

—E—Groups are our casual, one—time
meetings, with 8—10 participants ages
18—29, where we talk about sex, dating
and relationships in a laid—back,
comfortable environment. Participants
are paid $25 for attending the meeting.

—

** Call in advance if you want to attend an E—Group Meeting. **

January 2005
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25 celebrities
21

actors/actresses

14 gay men
13 people of color
12 local GLBT people
9 lesbians
8 writers
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2 musicians
2 drag queens
1

politician
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U.S. Army overturns soldier‘s
plea based on Article 125
In December, 2004, the U.S. Army Court of Criminal Appeals
overturned a guilty plea of a male Army Specialist who engaged
in consensual oral sodomy with a female civilian, in a private mil—
itary barracks.
The decision said that Article 125 of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice (Article 125), which prohibits "unnatural carnal
copulation," was not "constitutionally applied in this case." In the
military, a conviction of consensual sodomy, even between hus—
band and wife, carries a penalty of up to five years imprisonment.
The case, U.S. v. Bullock, is one of the first to be tried after
Lawrence v. Texas, the landmark Supreme Court ruling that
struck down state laws banning sodomy in June 2003, and it is
said to be the first instance of a military court upholding the right
to oral sex by consenting adults. The court cited the Lawrence
case in its decision, saying the Supreme Court had recognized
"an emerging awareness that liberty gives substantial protection
to adult persons in deciding how to conduct their private lives in
matters pertaining to sex."
Professor Beth Hillman, associate professor of law at Rutgers
University, Camden, said this ruling is "a step toward narrowing
(Article 125)‘s application to the point where we will see it fall out of
use." Hillman explained that the first case to assess the impact of
Lawrence on the military‘s sodomy regulations was the Marcum case,
in which military judges said courts must "engage in a searching con—
stitutional inquiry" in order to justify limiting the right to sexual liberty.
"This is the lower court trying to follow that rule," Hillman said,
"and trying to find out if the liberty recognized by Lawrence has
real meaning in the military. And it is now saying it does. That is
a step in the right direction toward protecting the rights of serv—
ice members to engage in private sexual behavior. This keeps
Article 125 from reaching the sort of private consensual behav—
ior that the military has no business ciminalizing."
In U.S. v. Bullock, the courts found that the sexual encounter
was private and consensual and lay "squarely within the liberty
interest" identified by Lawrence.
Although it is still unclear what impact this ruling will have on
the military‘s "Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell" policy, some are optimistic
that it will help in its being overturned.
For more information, go online to www.sidn.org or www.gay—
military.ucsb.edu.

Your Miss Mid—America
2005 Representatives
MORE THAN
$2,500 in
CASH & PRIZES

ENTRY FEE:
$150 or
$125 paid
by March 1

Mane!and IstAlternate qualify to
AYAMERICA PAGEANT

Ladybug
from page 67

Brothers United of Chattanooga also is having a party MLK
weekend in their fair city. Check out these websites for any and
all information: www.brothersunited.com, www.BLKSGL.INFO
and www.geocities.com/ladybughaven2003.
As I come to a close, make this a better year for yourself
FIRST and then seek other things that are positive for you and
your life. "To thine self, be true" is what I try to live by daily. Try
to do something good for yourself each day the Divine gives you.
And when you see situations trying to rob you of your personal
joy, STOP and redirect your energy. WISDOM does NOT come
by sitting idly with the MASSES.
HAPPY NEW YEAR to all who read these words that I ask my
creator to give me monthly. As always baby ... "Happy Pride,
chil—ren, Happy Pride 2005. ... Ache.

lPPlRlNlll BY:
RAQUEL CHEVALLIER
|Miss GayAmerica 2005
DOMINQUE
d
SANCHEZ
TURING

\ Miss Gay America 2003
FOR MORE INFORMATION, call (901) 603—4838
(of log onto missmidamerica.com
Sponsored in part by FAMMILY & frienas
January 2005
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BARS/NIGHTCLUBEBS
Memphis, Tennessee
ALLUSIONS, 3204 North Thomas in the
Northgate Shopping Center (in the back),
(901) 357—8383. Open at 9 p.m. Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays.
BACKSTREET MEMPHIS, 2018 Court
Street, (901) 276—5522, Fri. & Sat. 8 p.m.—6
a.m., Sun. 8 p.m. to 3 a.m., www.backstreet—
memphis.com
CROSSROADS & CROssRoADsS 2, 1278
Jefferson & 111 North Claybrook, (901) 276—
1882, Noon—3 a.m., 7 Days A Week
J—WAG‘S, 1268 Madison Avenue, (901) 725—
1909, Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
THE JUNGLE, 1474 Madison Avenue, (901)
278—0521, 4 p.m.—3 a.m. Mon. Fri./3 p.m.—3
a.m. Sat. & Sun.
LORENZ/AFTERSHOCK, 1528 Madison
Avenue, (901) 274—8272, open 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week
MADISON FLAME, 1588 Madison Avenue,
(901) 278—0569, 7 p.m.—3 a.m. Wed., Fri. &
Sat./5 p.m.—? Thurs.
METRO MEMPHIS, 1349 Autumn Street,
(901) 274—8010, 6 p.m.—3 a.m., 7 days a
week
ONE MORE, 2117 Peabody, (901) 278—
MORE (6673), 11 a.m.—3 a.m.
Mon.—Sat./noon—3 a.m. Sun.
PARAGON, 2865 Walnut Grove Road, (901)
320—0026, Thurs.—Sun. 8 p.m.—?
THE PUMPING STATION, 1382 Poplar
Avenue, (901) 272—7600, 4 p.m. to 3 a.m.
Mon.—Friday, 3 p.m. to 3 a.m. Sat. & Sun.
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Chattanooga, Tennessee
MI—NITE, 27 West 19th Street, (423) 504—
3650, Thurs.—Sun. 9 p.m.—3 a.m.
IMAGES, 6005 Lee Highway, (423) 855—8210,
5 p.m. to 3 a.m., 7 days a week, www.mirage—
complex.com, Email: mirage_complex@hot—
mail.com

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Jackson, Tennessee
THE OTHER SIDE, 3883 Highway 45 North,
(901) 668—3749, 5 p.m.—midnight
Sun.—Thurs., 5 p.m.—3 a.m. Fri./7 p.m.—3 a.m.
Sat.
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Jackson, Mississippi
CLUB CITY LIGHTS, 220 West Amite Street,
(601) 353—0059
CLUB METRO, 4670 Highway 80 West, (601)
922—8227, (601) 922—8237, (888) 43—METRO,
Tues., Fri. & Sun., 9 p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 9
p.m. to 5 a.m.
JACK & JILL‘S, 3911 Northview Drive, (601)
982—JACK (5225), 9 p.m.—? Fri. & Sat., web—
site: www.jacksonbars.com
JACKS CONSTRUCTION SITE (aka JC‘S),
425 North Mart Plaza, (601) 362 3108, 5
p.m.—? 7 Days A Week, website: www.jack—
sonbars.com

BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Meridian, Mississippi
QC DISCO, 125 Russel Drive, (601) 484—
76
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4111, 8 p.m.—2 a.m. Thur.—Sat., 6 p.m.—? Sun.,
email: QCDisco@aol.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Tupelo, Mississippi

RUMORS, 637 Highway 145, (662) 767—9500,
8 p.m. —1 a.m. Thurs. — Sat., email:
rumors@futuresouth.com
BARS/NIGHTCLUBS
Hot Springs, Arkansas
OUR HOUSE, 660 East Grand Avenue, Hot
Springs, Ark. (501) 624—6868,. Mon,—Fri., 7
p.m. to 3 a.m., Sat., 7 p.m. to 2 a.m.
BARS/NMNIGHTCLUBS
Little Rock, Arkansas
BACKSTREET—LITTLE ROCK, 1021
Jessie Road, (501) 662—2744, Fri.—Mon. 9
p.m.—5 a.m., website:
Backstreetdanceclub.com.
DISCOVERY, 1021 Jessie Road, (501) 664—
4784, Sat. only, 9 p.m.—5 a.m., website:
Latenightdisco.com
THE FACTORY, 412 South Louisiana, (501)
372—3070, Tues.—Fri. 5 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
Saturday 8 p.m. until ?
SOCIAL
Memphis, Tennessee
2xLAMBDA, a social and volunteer program
open to both men and women, ages 20 to 29,
(901) 223—3331
BETA EPSILON CHAPTER OF BETA PHI
OMEGA SORORITY INC., is a social service
organization for feminine lesbian, bisexual and
heterosexual women of all races, (901) 281—
0830, email: betaepsilonchapter@yahoo.com,
website: www.betaphiomega.net
B.G.A.L.A., (University of Memphis
Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian
Association), a social, political and eduation—
al organization meets the first and third
Mondays of each month, e—mail:
BGALA@cc.Memphis.edu, www.people.mem—
phis.edu/~bgala
COTTON PICKIN® squares MEMPHIS,
(901) 272—2116, Meets Thursday nights at
7:30 p.m. at Holy Trinity Community
Church, 515 South Highland Street,
Square dancing social group
HIGHLY DEFINED LADY MOTORCYCLE CLUB
OF MEMPHS or HDLadies, for more information,
Join the following Yahoo group:
autos.groups.yahoo.com/group/HDLMCMEM—
PHIS; email Wendy Curtis at
Bikerbroad901@yahoo.com or call (901) 503—0611
JUST FOR US MEMPHIS, is a social group
welcoming single or partnered lesbians ages
18+. Some gatherings are designed specifi—
cally for members and their children, (901)
268—1903, email:
justforusmemphis@yahoo.com
LIFE IN THE MEDIAN, a program of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,
is open to men and women in their late 208
and beyond. (901) 857 8523
MEMPHIS AREA GAY YOUTH (MAGY), P.O.
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124, (901) 335—
6249, Peer support group for 13— to 21—year
olds dealing with gay, lesbian, bisexual &
gender issues, www.gaymemphis.com/magy

MEMPHIS GAY & LESBIAN community
CENTER, 892 South Cooper Memphis,
38104, (901) 278—4297, townhall meetings
every other month; Thurs—Fri, 6 to 10 p.m.;
Sat and Sun, 2 to 10 p.m. and Mon, 6 to
10
p.m.
MID—SOUTH PRIDE, 111 S. Highland,
Suite 261, Memphis, TN 38111, (901) 328—
6349, send an email to:

info@MidSouthPride.org, website:
www. MidSouthPride.org. GLBT Pride
events for Memphis and the Mid—South.
MIRROR IMAGE, P.O. Box 11052, Memphis,
TN 38111—0052, A support group for trans indi—
viduals meets the 3rd Saturday of every month
at 7 p.m., For more information and locations of
meetings, write or email at
memphisgroup@usa.com
MYSTIC KREWE OF APHRODITE, a social
and service organization, women only, P.O.
Box 11483, Memphis, TN 38111—1483,
email:aphroditemem@yahoo.com, website:
www.geocities.com/aphroditemem
NOBLE KREWE OF HATHOR, a social organ—
ization of men and women who support and
promote local Memphis area charitable pro—
grams, P.O. Box 820901, Memphis, TN 38182—
0901, www.kreweothathor.com
PARENTING SUPPORT GROUP, to give sup—
port and encouragement to parents, whether
gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender or hetero—
sexual, (901) 452—4759, email:
singingtreez@earthlink.net. Meets the first
Thursday of each month at 6 p.m. at the
MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper
P.EL.A.G., (Parents, Family & Friends of
Lesbians & Gays), (901) 754—3136, Support
meetings for parents, family and friends of
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered per—
sons, email: amdrake@mem.po.com
TENNESSEE LEATHER TRIBE, (901) 357—
1921, Club nights and meetings vary; contact
for info — men and women welcome,
www. tnleathertribe.org, email: info@tnleather—
tribe.org
TSARUS MEMPHIS, P.O. Box 41082,
Memphis, TN 38174, (901) 276—4132, Levi—
leather club meets the 3rd Saturday of every
month at The Pumping Station, 1382 Poplar
Aveune, at 10 p.m. « MEN ONLY, Email:
info@tsarus.org, website: www.tsarus.org
MEMPHIS BLACK SGL ALLIANCE, 28
North Claybrook, Memphis, TN 38104,
(901)274—0163, Cultural, educational, commu—
nity awareness organization.
MGLCC BOOK CLUB, a program of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center,
892 South Cooper, meets the third Thursday
of each month at 7 p.m.
email:bmoody@mem.net
SOCIAL
Knoxville, Tennessee
LAMBDA STUDENT UNION, a social and edu—
cational organization for GLBT, questioning and
straight students at The University of Tennessee—
Knoxville, 315 University Center, Box 31 5, 1502
West Cumberland Ave., Knoxville, TN 37996—
4800, lambda@utk.edu, website:
web.utk.edu/~lambda/
&

SOCIAL.
Mississippi
— OLE MISS GAY STRAIGHT ALLIANCE, P.O.
Box 3541, University, MS 38677, (662) 915—
7049, email: gayolemiss@hotmail.com
GLBF, P.O. Box 233, MS State, MS 39762,
(662) 325—8241, email:
gibf@org.msstate.edu,www.msstate.edu/org/glbf
PFLAG—TUPELO, 115A Issac Drive, Tupelo,
MS 38801, (662) 566—2282, email:
Alliance22Boi@aol.com,
groups.yahoo.com/group/PFLAGTupelo.
USM GAY/STRAIGHT ALLIANCE,
email:GSAlliance@usm.edu or thespyms
@yahoo.com, website: www.usm.edu/gsa
SOCIAL
Arkansas
SAFE HARBOR NEA, A confidential support
and social group for GLBT persons, ages 25
and under, in northeast Arkansas, (870) 932—
6545, P.O. Box 226, Jonesboro, AR 72403,
www.safeharbor—nea.com
SOCIAL
Missouri
VISIONS OF PRIDE COMMUNITY
CENTER, 30 North Pacific, Cape
Girardeau, MO 63701, (573) 651—
6220, email: DeltaDyke@aol.com,
hometown.aol.com/deltadyke/my hom
epage/gaypride.htm|
wWHOLENESS
Memphis, Tennessee
FEAST FOR FRIENDS DINNER, (901) 272—
0855, Dinner is served the 1st and 3rd
Monday of every month at St. John‘s United
Methodist Church, Bellevue @ Peabody,
beginning at 6 p.m.

MEMPHIS REGIONAL PLANNED PARENT—
HOOD, 1407 Union Avenue Extended, 3rd
Floor (901) 725—1717, HIV & STD testing,
gynecological preventive care
MEMPHIS HIV FAMILY CARE NETWORK,
880 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN, (901)
545—8265, Free comprehensive, supportive
services and voc/rehab services to the HIV—
positive
NICOTINE ANONYMOUS MEETING,
Saturdays 10 a.m., Christ United Methodist
Church, 4488 Poplar Avenue. (901) 278—6234
THE POSITIVE LIVING CENTER, 1000
South Cooper Street, Memphis, TN, (901)
726—6022 « Tuesday—Saturday, noon to 8
p.m. Provides opportunities for persons
affected by HIV/AIDS to manage the disease
in a holistic manner, free of charge.
YWCA ENCORE, MedPlex, 880 Madison
Avenue, (901) 754—4356, Support group for
lesbians with breast cancer meets every
Wednesday from 10 a.m. to noon
SERIOUSLY SOBER OPEN AA MEETING,
(an open men & women‘s Alcoholics
Anonymous meeting), Meets each Friday at 8
p.m. at Holy Trinity Community Church,
515 South Highland Street, (901) 324—9200
WHOLENESS
Misissippi
BUILDING BRIDGES INC., 2147 Henry Hill
Drive, Suite 206, Jackson, MS 39204, (601)
922—0100. Education, prevention, support
group.
s
COMMUNITY SWITCHBOARD oF Ms
GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, (601) 346—4379,
operated seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
Information and referral on GLBT issues and
HIV/AIDS.
MS GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE, 5565
Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson, MS

39284, (601) 371—3019.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, P.O. Box
293, Greenville, MS 38702, (662) 334—3349,
education and prevention.
SOUTHERN AIDS COMMISSION, 5565
Robinson Road Ext., Suite Q, Jackson, MS
39284, (601) 371—3019, direct HIV/AIDS services.
SPIRITUAL
Memphis, Tennessee
INTEGRITY MEMPHIS, 102 N. Second Street,
Memphis, TN 38103, (901) 525 6602, People of
all faiths and ideologies are welcome, Meets the
3rd Tuesday of every month at 6:30 p.m. at
Calvary Episcopal Church. Dinner at 7 p.m.,
www.geocities.com/integrity_memphis/main.html
OUT—WITH—GRACE, (901) 278—6786,
Open to all GLBT persons of faith to join
in an affirming time of prayer, Bible study
and discussion., Meets Sundays from 4 to
5:30 p.m., September through July, at
First Congregational Church, 1000 S.
Cooper Street.
SPIRITUAL
Other Locales
CAMP SISTER SPIRIT, P.O. Box 12, Ovett;
MS 39464, Feminist education/cultural/retreat
center, www.campsisterspirit.com, email: sis—
terspir@aol.com
MCC OF THE RAINBOW, 5565 Robinson
Rd. Ext., Ste. Q, Jackson, MS 39204, (601)
372—6644, Sunday Service at 11:30 a.m.
POLITICAL
Tennessee
MEMPHIS FREETHOUGHT ALLIANCE, an
association of atheists, agnostics and secular —
humanists, meets the third Sunday at the
&p

( GAYELLOW PAGES
INFORMING THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY SINCE 1973
All editions include a
separate WOMEN‘S section and a
separate ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL section
Complete gay—friendly resources & businesses: accommodations, bars,
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Need
someone
talk

to

to?

Memphis
A rea
Ci ay
Y outh
A peer support
& discussion
group
(901) 335—MAGY

bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists, travel services,
organizations, media, religious groups, help lines & HIV/AIDS resources.
Index & fast access phone list.
USA/ICANADA: $16 by first class mail: Includes all states
and provinces, plus national headquarters of
organizations, mail order companies, etc.
EAST and SOUTH Edition: $12 by first class
mail
AL, AR, AZ, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, HI,
KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MO,
MS, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, PR,
RI, SC, TN, >
TX, US Virgin is, VA, VT, WV
Find us at gay—friendly store
s like
Inz & Outz, Memphis 901—728—
6535
Outlioud Books & Gifts, Nashv
ille 615—2340—0034
Outwrite, Atlanta 404—607—
0082
and see hum/[gavel]owpages.c
om/2

buy.htm
For free listing application, prices, mailing
labels, etc.,
T
please send self—addressed stamped envelop
e
to
Renaissance House, PO Box 533—FF, Vilfag
e Stn, NgeNY 10014

Email: gayellowpages@earthlink.
http://ga
veliowpages.com
Voice: 212—674—0120 Fax: 212—420—11
26

J

24—hour
telephone
hotline
(901)
274—7477
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Memphis Public Library, 3030 Poplar Ave., Room
C, call JimMaynard at (901) 327—2677, email:
: memphisf'reethdught@yahoo.com, www.geoci—

ties.com/memphisfreethought.
MEMPHIS LESBIAN & GAY COALITION
FOR JUSTICE, P.O. Box 241363, Memphis,
TN 38124, (901) 327—2677. Email:
y
migci@yahoo.com, website:
www.geocities.com/mige).
MEMPHIS LOG CABIN REPUBLICANS, PO.
Box 770505, Memphis, TN 38177, meets
the
third Sunday at 2 p.m. at the MGLCC, 892
S.
Cooper and meets the first Wednesday at
7
p.m. at area restaurants,
a
groups.
MEMPHIS STONEWALL DEMOCRATS,
'www.geoclties.com/mphsstonewallem, (901)
327—2677, email: mphsstonewalldem
@yahoo.com —
TENNESSEE TRANSGENDER POLIT
ICAL
ACTION COMMITTEE, a statewide politica
l
__ lobbying organization for transgender
equality,
P.O. Box 92335, Nashville, TN 37209, fax:
(615) 353—1834, email: ttgpac@aol.com,
web—
site: tenntg.com
POLITICAL
Mississippi

&

EQUALITY MISSISSIPPI, P.O. Box 6021,
Jackson, MS 39288—6021, (601) 936 7673,
you
can send an email to:

sPORTS
Memphis, Tennessee

BLUFF CITY SPORTS ASSOCIATION, P.O.
Box 41803, Memphis, TN 38174 1803, (901).
461—0891, email:
#8
memphisgaysoftball@yahoo.com, Softball
league open to GLBT individuals, www.bluffci—
tysports.net
f
Tat. am
an
BROTHERS & SISTERS BOWLING LEAGUE,
Winchester Bowl, 3703 S. Mendenhall @
Winchester, (901) 722—5236 or (901) 465—4371.
Email: memphisgaybowlin@aol.com. This co—ed
bowling league meets every Sunday at 6 p.m.
FRONT RUNNERS MEMPHIS, Memphis‘s first gay
and lesbian running club, meets twice a week,
lnfo@FrontmnnersMemphisorg,
www.
PINK PISTOLS MEMPHIS, GLBT and gay—friendly
men and women who are dedicated to the legal,
safe and responsible use of firearms for self—
defense of the sexual—minority community. Meets
the fourth Sunday from 2 to 4 p.m. at Range USA,
2770 (old) Whitten Road, Memphis, TN. (901) 383—
9110, email: memphis@pinkpistols.org,
www.pinkpistols.org/local/memphis.
OUT SPOKIN‘, a group to support bicycling in
the Memphis GLBT community, email:
§
marty@outspokin—mem.org, website: www.out—
spokin—mem.org

EqualityMS@EqualityMS.org, website:
www. EqualityMS.org
s

FANTA

|_

WELLNESS
Memphis, Tennessee

S

¥

| WAREHOU

SE

DOCtORs
C
DR. DANIEL P. MARSHALL, M.D., genera
practioner, 515 North Highland, (901) 323—
1200
‘
OPTOMETRISTS
f
DRS. MICHAEL D. WEINBERG & JASON
DUNCAN at THE ECLECTIC EYE, 242 South
Cooper Street, (901) 276—EYES (3937)
f
§
DENTISTS
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, DDS, general dentistry,
79 North Cooper Street, Memphis, TN 38104.
Call (901) 685—5008 for an appointment.

If Your
Organization
Isn‘t Listed

Give

Here,

Us a Call at

(901) 682—2669

FANTAs Y|
WAREHOUSE*|

MEMPEIS® FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CEN

TERS

f

f:

Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins
f

(901) 358—8642

NOW RENTING DVDs
Employment Opportunities
— Available

Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Road
(901) 345—0825

_

791 N. White Station Road
(901) 683—9649
Fantasy Warehouse #1.
Now
Features Body Jewelry
poeet rak
at #1 and #4
By Silver Moon Concepts
ng ONLY
OPEN Monday — Saturdays
, 8 a.m. to Midnight ie CLO
SED Sundays & Holidays
&
co ‘& checks
acceppted
VISA
7 .

|
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A name you know, people you trust, for more than
70 years!

